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LOOKING AHEAD!

EDITOR’S  
LETTER

would be a fi rst event in India promoted by 
a Golf Course.

The cover story of the current issue features 
Shiv Kapur. Though he has moved from 
Delhi to Dubai the professional remains 
close to our hearts and always a delight to 
interview.

The current issue as always brings you 
stories and happenings from all over the 
world , on the tour and off the tour!

The team at Golfplus Monthly wishes all 
our readers the best for the year 2022!

We hope that playing more Golf is a part of 
your New Year’s resolution, remember to 
reach out to the tiger in you , practice a 
little more, play a lot more more,  after all it 
is the year of the Tiger!

Happy New Year!

Editor-in-Chief
editor@golfplusmonthly.com

Dear Readers,

Welcome to the year 2022!

The world has stepped into the New Year 
with mixed feelings as the dark clouds of 
Covid19 re-emerged. Named after the 15th 
Greek Alphabet Omicron the new variant 
seems to be causing less disease than the 
earlier version of the coronavirus leading 
some of the scientists to term the new 
version as ‘Gods vaccination’. We hope and 
pray the dark clouds clear fast.

The New Year has some exciting fi xtures 
promising high quality golf instore for us.

The Hero Indian Open is slated to be held 
at the DLF Golf & Country Club in the 
month of February. The event on the 
European Tour Calendar will be a treat to 
watch. 

The DGC Open will be held at the Delhi 
Golf Club in the month of March, the event 
on the Asian Tour Calendar with a Prize 
purse of 500000US$ will be home to some 
magnifi cent golf. Supported by Mastercard 
The DGC event is a historic event as this 

Shiv Kapur



Mail in details of your achievement and join the elite 
GolfPlus Ace Club: editor@golfplusmonthly.com

This Month

Mr. H.P. Singh Arora  
Kalhaar Blues & Greens, Gujarat

Dr. Dilip Patel 
Kalhaar Blues & Greens, Gujarat
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in their lives. Let’s look at why they have 
not established this as their quality from a 
technical perspective. We want to approach 
it technically – not philosophically, not 
poetically, not romantically – because when 
it comes to technology, you just have to learn 
how to use it. If you do, it will work for you, 
no matter who you are. Poetry goes over most 

Sadhguru: A rich man died, and a neighbor 
asked Shankaran Pillai, “What has he left 
behind?” Shankaran Pillai laughed and said, 
“Every penny of it.” Every penny, every 
trinket, every little thing – all that we gather 
will be of no consequence. The only thing 
that matters is what we make out of the life 
within us. When you are life-oriented, you 
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will fi nd that neither desire nor attachments 
are of any consequence. You will know there 
is no time for anger or hatred. Once you 
realize the precious nature of your existence, 
to be pleasant, to be loving, to be joyful, will 
be a natural outcome. 

Unfortunately, most human beings struggle 
to experience even a little bit of peace or joy 

RANKED AMONGST THE FIFTY MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE IN INDIA, SADHGURU IS A YOGI, MYSTIC, VISIONARY 
AND A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR SADHGURU HAS BEEN CONFERRED THE PADMA VIBHUSHAN BY 
THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA IN 2017, THE HIGHEST ANNUAL CIVILIAN AWARD, ACCORDED FOR EXCEPTIONAL AND 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE.

SADHGURU ISHA FOUNDATION

HOW TO CREATE LASTING
PLEASANTNESS

Feature

The mind is a 
certain activity 

of consciousness. 
Consciousness 

performs activity 
depending 

upon the karmic 
information you 
have gathered.



is not good enough for most people. When 
these aspects coincide and create a pleasant 
experience, you must hold on to it somehow 
for twenty-four minutes.

The reason why most human beings have 
failed to be blissful is because they do not 
notice simple things. To give you an example, 
when I came to United States for the fi rst 
time, I saw that particularly in schools and 
summer camps – which is where we used 
to conduct our Bhava Spandana programs 
before we built the Isha Institute of Inner-
sciences – everywhere, there were choking 
emergencies. I can understand if someone 
drowns in the pool. We are not made like 
fi sh – we have to learn to swim; otherwise we 
may drown. But why would people choke on 
food? The main reason is that they are talking 
so much while eating. When speech comes 
out while food goes in, it is bound to go 
wrong. Obviously you cannot do both at the 
same time. All you have to do is eat quietly 
and enjoy your food. After a few morsels, 
how many of you are still tasting the food? 
After two minutes of sunrise, how many of 
you are still enjoying it? After a few minutes 
of music, how many of you are still feeling 
its tingle?

If you stay with the pleasantness of a sensory 
experience for a suffi cient amount of time, 
it will travel from the neurological system 
into your pranamaya kosha or energy system. 
Once pleasantness sweeps through the 
pranamaya kosha – be it in the form of love, 
joy, or bliss – that will become the quality of 
the life energies that pervade your system. 
Once your life energies become pleasant, 
being blissful will come naturally. You do not 
have to do anything to be blissful. Bliss is not 
a goal by itself – it is your very nature.
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Today, the greatest distraction comes from 
a single source: your mobile phone. Earlier, 
the sources of distraction were more varied – 
people, things, thoughts, and emotions. Since 
they mostly come from one source now, they 
are relatively easy to handle. If we take away 
your phone, you will be almost meditative, on 
the verge of transcending the mind!

So, let’s say, you watch the sunrise and 
feel wonderful for a moment, it means 
you experience sensory or neurological 
pleasantness. For that to become a part of 
your life energies, you need to hold on to 
that pleasantness for some time. For lack of 
exact measure, I would say it travels through 
the energy system at least a hundred times 
slower than the neurological impulses do. 
Normally, if you are able to hold on to any 
beautiful experience – whether it is a taste, 
smell, vision, sound, or touch – for twenty-
four minutes, it will pervade your entire 
pranic system. 

That has not happened to most human beings 
because of the active nature of the mind. 
Modern medicine has studied the mind based 
on behavior, chemistry, and neurological 
impulses. But none of these fi ndings will 
give you a real picture of the nature of the 
mind. There is a physical body, which is an 
accumulation that you have gathered from the 
earth. There is a mental body, which is also 
an accumulation, but one of information. And 
there is consciousness, which is a dimension 
beyond the body and mind.

Noticing the Simple Things
The mind is a certain activity of consciousness. 
Consciousness performs activity depending 
upon the karmic information you have 
gathered. Or in other words, consciousness 
performs activity based upon the sensory 
inputs you have gathered from the outside. 
The next time you wake up early enough, 
simply watch the sunrise, without saying 
“Wow, I love it!” or taking a picture and 
sending it to ten other people or anything 
like that. Everywhere on the planet, sunrise 
is happening without fail – there is no need to 
put it on social media for everyone!

There are many factors involved in creating 
a pleasant experience: there is karmic 
information, there is a certain type of 
stimulus, and there is a certain chemistry – 
I will not go into all of that. To bring you 
to a state of pleasantness is not easy! Many 
conditions have to be satisfi ed. Your husband 
or your wife must do what you expect him 
or her to; your children must excel in school; 
your bank balance should be great; the 
stock market should be skyrocketing – so 
many things. The sun rising in the morning 

people’s heads. Romance is often short-lived. 
But technology is reliable. 

Stimulus and Samskara
How do all the experiences of life enter us? 
If you breathe in cool air, how do you know 
that it is cool? Whether you touch, smell, 
taste, see, or hear something, essentially, it 
fi rst touches your sense organs. From there, 
the neurological system instantaneously 
takes it to your brain and creates a pleasant or 
unpleasant experience. This pleasantness or 
unpleasantness does not result from outside 
stimuli alone. It also depends on how you are 
at that given moment. For example, if you are 
in a frustrated, disturbed mood, and someone 
plays some nice music, it will further enrage 
you. Pleasant music is not always perceived 
as pleasant – you must be ready for it. 

There are basically two contributing factors 
to how you experience something. One is the 
nature of the stimulus. Another is how you are 
at this point of time, which in turn depends 
on the impressions that you have taken in 
until now, or in other words, it depends on 
your samskara or karmic substance. If at 
this moment, your karma is frustration, 
someone could do whatever pleasant things 
they want for you; you would anyway spit 
at them. If external stimuli and karmic 
substance cooperate, pleasantness happens. 
When a stimulus touches the sense organ 
and further travels through the neurological 
system, it almost instantaneously triggers 
certain processes. Beyond your neurological 
system, there is the pranamaya kosha or 
energy body, which is even more elaborate 
than the neurological system – but it moves, 
I would say, a hundred times slower than the 
neurological system.

Neurological pleasantness occurs when, 
for example, you see the sunrise. A certain 
sensory input comes in, gets transmitted 
through the neurological system, and creates a 
certain experience. Usually, people just think 
“Wow” or something like that for a moment 
and quickly move on to the next thing. 

Holding On to Experiences
Since most people do not hold on to any 
experience for long enough, they never 
establish pleasantness on an energy level. 
Many pleasant things may have happened 
in your life until now, but if you look back, 
how long did you stay with any given 
experience? Most people cannot hold on to 
any experience for a substantial amount of 
time. Only an extremely small percentage 
of the world population are able to even 
sit in one place for a few hours at a stretch 
without talking to anyone, without texting 
anyone, without browsing the internet. 

Feature

The reason 
why most 

human beings 
have failed to 
be blissful is 
because they 
do not notice 
simple things. 
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ALL INDIA JUNIOR BOYS & GIRLS CHAMPIONSHIP 2021
Date: 17 December, 2021 Venue: Kalhaar Blues & Greens, Ahmedabad

CATEGORY A
1 KARNATAKA SHAURYA BINU 
2 DELHI KRISHNAV NIKHIL CHOPRAA 
3 HARYANA SHAT MISHRA 
4 MAHARASHTRA DIVYANSH DUBEY 
5 CHANDIGARH ARJUN SINGH BHATIA 

CATEGORY B
1 UTTAR PRADESH AARAV D SHAH 
2 PUNJAB GURNAVJEET S BHATIA 
3 KARNATAKA MANOJ S B
4 TELENGANA SUHAAN IMTIAZ SHEIKH 
5 DELHI  HIRANSH SINGH 

IGU Results

CATEGORY C
1 UTTAR PRADESH KANAV CHAUHAN
2 DELHI KARTIK SINGH
3 GUJARAT ANSH JOBANPUTRA
4 KARNATAKA ADITHYA J KAMATH
5 UTTAR PRADESH ANSHH DUBEY

CATEGORY A
1 KARNATAKA AVANI PRASHANTH 
2 PUNJAB PUNEET KAUR BAJWA 
3 TELENGANA SNEHA SINGH 
4 GUJARAT MANYA SAINI 
5 MAHARASHTRA NISHNA PATEL 

CATEGORY B
1 MAHARASHTRA ANANYA GARG 
2 GUJARAT JANNEYA A DASANNIEE 
3 CHANDIGARH MANNAT BRAR 
4 HARYANA CEERAT KANG 
5 KARNATAKA SAANVI SOMU 

CATEGORY C
1 MAHARASHTRA ANURADHA CHAUDHARI 
2 HARYANA RIYA JADON 
3 KARNATAKA DIA CRIS KUMAR 
4 HARYANA RIDDHIMA SINGH 

2021 ALL INDIA AMATEUR 
CHAMPIONSHIP

Winner : Aryan Roopa Anand
RESULTS

Date: 7 - 12 December 2021 Venue: Poona Golf Club

G
I
R
L
S

Winner of the 2021 All India Amateur Championship, Aryan Roopa Anand

Winner of the All India Juniors Girls and the 2021 
All India Ladies Amateur Championship
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stablished in 1983, GAC Shipping 
(India) Private Limited has grown 
steadily to become a one-stop 

provider of shipping, logistics and 
distribution services. Headquartered in 
Cochin, GAC India operates 25 other full-
fl edged offi ces throughout India, covering 
all major and minor ports and Inland 
Container Depots. The airport offi ces are 
established exclusively to attend to various 
air cargo jobs. 

Backed by some 400 dedicated staff, 
GAC India is committed to delivering the 
same superior level of customer services 
that customers receive from GAC offi ces 
worldwide.

Below inputs are contributed by Ms 
Miriam Mathews, Director, GAC Shipping 
(India) Private Limited

GP: Tell us a brief about the core 
services provided by GAC in India?
GAC India is a one-stop provider of 
shipping, logistics and marine services for 
a diverse range of clients in various sectors 
including energy.

As one of the leading ship agents in India, 
we provide ship agency services at all ports 
in the country, with our own offi ces and 
people. Our Owner’s Protective Agency 

services have seen increased demand of 
late, including taking care of husbandry 
requirements that are important to our 
Principals.

Apart from clearing and forwarding 
activities in all major and minor cities, 
we have experts in ship spares logistics, 
projects and over dimensional cargo (ODC) 
logistics. On the energy front which is an 
important sector for India, our focus is on 
both oil and gas support services as well as 
the renewables sector. 

GP: What sets GAC apart from its 
competition? 
GAC has a strong presence in the country 
for over 35 years which gives us an edge in 
local knowledge and expertise. Our network 
of 26 offi ces with experienced staff provide 
clients with comprehensive coverage and 
professional service. Our clients trust us for 
not only our superior service but also for 
our insights and guidance.

We stand out in the industry with our 
HSSE practices, and strong compliance 
and ethics culture. Our clients know they 
can count on us to go the extra mile. For 
instance, recently we arranged for baskets 
of Christmas goodies at the request and on 
behalf of the Owners for the ship’s crew, 
which brought a smile to their faces. Our 

SHIPPING & GOLFING WITH GAC
professionalism is much appreciated, as is 
our personal touch. 

Our focus on a sustainable future helps 
us plan for the long term, and our goals 
are aligned with the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). We are taking 
steps in this direction including converting 
our Head Offi ce in Cochin to be powered 
by solar energy, reduction of single use 

Cover Story



a wide range of sports that resonate with 
audiences in their locations. This is part of 
our wider philosophy connecting with and 
contributing to the communities in which we 
live and work.

GP: How important is India as 
a market and your roadmap for 
India?
India has earned its place on the map and 
holds opportunities for businesses as a 
developing country. Trade continues to be 
strong and given the country’s good relations 
with many countries, our clients can tap into 
GAC’s global network to penetrate the local 
market. With huge investments being made 
in the ports and shipping sectors, we believe 
that there is more development to be seen in 
the near future. 

GP: Impact of Covid19 and future?
GAC India has survived the pandemic well 
so far, and business continues with customers 
who enjoy our service excellence despite 
the logistical challenges. The past few years 
have enabled us to evolve and adapt with 
resilience. In general, a strong policy will be 
required to help smaller business thrive given 
the impact on the economy. 

Cover Story

plastic, and our partnership with the Eyesea 
foundation to reduce marine pollution. As 
we speak, our Eyesea team in India is very 
active at local beaches, inland waterbodies 
and while boarding vessels at anchorages, to 
help map pollution.

GP: What are the challenges that 
you face?
We have been through challenging phases, 
especially during the lockdown periods due 
to COVID-19 in many cities. Our strength 
also comes through in such times, where we 
mobilised crew changes of huge numbers 
through chartered fl ights, quarantine 
facilities and tests, to enable seafarers to 
return home to their families. 

GP: Can you highlight GAC’s 
association with sports?
GAC India has been supporting local 
sports, including badminton and blind 
football. Lately we also sponsored the 
Swantons Cricket Tournament in Kerala. 
GAC companies from around the world has 
always had strong associations with sports, 
supporting teams and individuals across 

GP: How is GAC associated with 
golf?
SB : GAC has been sponsoring Tour 
professionals for decades, and we 
currently have ambassadors playing on 
all the major tours. Like our business, our 
customers are diverse and operate far and 
wide. In previous years we have sponsored 
Chris Wood, Richard Sterne, Byeong Hun 
An, and Graeme Storm.

In addition to Shiv, we currently sponsor 
George Coetzee, Calum Hill and Nicole 
Broch Estrup.

GP: Your engagement with Shiv 
Kapur as a brand ambassador?
SB : We thoroughly enjoy working with 
Shiv. He knows how to interact with 
our clients and always makes them 
feel relaxed and important. It is always 
tricky to find the right balance between 
steely-eyed focus and being the affable 
ambassador, some sporting stars are 
totally self-absorbed. With Shiv we 
believe we have the ideal mix of natural 
talent, determination and outstanding 
interpersonal skills.

GP: How has this relationship 
benefitted GAC?
SB : With Shiv playing on the Asian and 
European Tours, we will reach many of 
our target clientele, both on the course 
and off it.
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with
Mr. Stuart Bowie
GAC Group Vice President, 
Commercial

India has survived the 
pandemic well so far, 
and business continues 
with customers who 
enjoy our service 
excellence despite the 
logistical challenges. 
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SHIV 
KAPUR

Interview / Shiv Kapur

With GAC’s global presence, there was 
a natural synergy to partner with Kapur 
given his playing schedule in Europe 
and Asia. Kapur, who comes from New 
Delhi, India, has enjoyed considerable 
success on the golf course since 
turning professional in 2004. 

>>

A PROUD GAC 
SPORTING 
AMBASSADOR
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to make me the player that I am today.

For the last 5 years I have been working with 
Shane Gillispie who is not only my coach 
but a good friend and I have had the best few 
years of my career working with him and 
we share common thoughts on the game and 
what is important for me to be competitive, 
even as I enter into my 40’s and look to stay 
competitive and win more golf tournaments.

GP: What has been your biggest 
lesson in golf? 

SK: Golf teaches you a lot about life...it is 
the greatest leveller and it teaches you to be 
humble and accepting...This game can never 
be mastered and what I love most is that it 
teaches you something new every day, and I 
love the challenges that it throws at me even 
after 30 years of playing.

GP: Your training regime and 
fitness? 

SK: As I get on in age my training regime 
has changed. I have to pay more attention 
to my body now and make sure I stay injury 
free. A typical day for me is to spend about 
4 hours trading in the morning and a lunch 
break at home, followed by some practice or 
a few holes post lunch. I am also training in 
the gym 4 days a week and working closely 
with my trainer Alistair Parlane to insure I’m 
constantly improving physically.

Interview / Shiv Kapur

H
e won the season ending 
event on the Asian Tour 
in 2005 (the Volvo 
Masters of Asia) and 
fi nished the year ranked 

4th on the Asia Tour order of merit. 
In 2009 he came close to his maiden 
European Tour win, just missing out 
in a play-off  at the South African 
Open Championship. In 2013 he had 
two wins on the European Challenge 
Tour – one in India and one in Dubai 
– and more recently he secured three 
further titles on the Asian Tour with 
victories in Taiwan, Thailand and India 
in 2017. GolfPlus speaks with Dubai 
based Indian golfer, on his golfi ng 
journey so far and his association with 
GAC.

GP: You have been a GAC 
sporting ambassador since 2018, 
tell us about your association 
with GAC?

SK: I’m proud of my association with GAC, 
they have been a great supporters of mine 
and helping me along to achieve my goals in 
professional golf. We share common values 
and it’s an organisation that is big on integrity 
and excellence and my goal is to live up to 
those expectations.

I carry the logo with pride and I hope as I 
continue to ply my trade around the world 
I will be able to have success and conduct 
myself with the same great values.

GP: Your journey in Golf?

SK: When I was nine years old my father 
introduced me to the game with a 2 iron cut 
down to my size and I would spend hours just 
hitting the ball around the chipping area at 
Delhi golf club.

At the age of 13 I fi rst got the chance to 
represent India and the feeling of playing for 
your country was something I truly cherished.

In 2002 I went on to win the Gold medal at 
the Asian games and till date that remains my 
most special memory in golf. At that stage 
I decided to turn professional and 18 years 
into professional golf I still love the game as 
much as I did as a 9 year old.

GP: Who has been your favourite 
teacher?

SK: I have been lucky enough to have had 
many great coaches from when I started the 
game and each one has contributed immensely 

GP: Every professional golfer 
wants to contribute to golf; do 
you have any plans to promote 
the game? 

SK: The game of golf has given me so much 
and I feel it’s only fi tting that I give back in 
my own small way...I recently started my 
junior tournament in Dubai that is free for 
each kid that participates and rewards the top 
40 juniors in the region. I’m also currently 
close to starting my golf academy in India and 
will be able to share my experiences of over 
20 years of competitive golf...Post my playing 
days, I will look to expand on that further.

I am proud of my 
association with GAC, 
they have been a great 
supporters of mine 
and helping me along 
to achieve my goals in 
professional golf.



aving turned 46 years of age, Tiger 
Woods says he is at peace with himself. 
While he is now in perfect calm 

knowing he isn’t the same athlete he once was, 
some observers will be mistaken to assume he 
has accepted his fate of not being able to match 
Jack Nicklaus’ record of 18 major victories or 
secure an historic 83rd PGA TOUR triumph he 
so craves for. 
This new-found inner peace could also mean 
Woods is happy at just being dad to his kids, 
Charlie and Sam, instead of throwing himself 
through another grind and painful recovery 
process to overcome his latest fi ght with 
injuries sustained from a horrifi c single-vehicle 
accident in February which nearly cost him his 
right leg, if not his life.
Since bursting onto the scene by emerging as the 

youngest Masters champion in 1997, Woods has 
transcended the sport like no other before him. 
He was athletic, he could miraculously coax 
a golf ball into the hole, and he had swagger 
and aura that only a selected few exudes. More 
importantly, Woods changed the face of golf 
through his multi-cultural family background, 
coining the term “Cablinasion’ to describe his 
African-American and Thai-Asian heritage and 
simply made golf cool amongst kids that paved 
the way for the sport to grow across the globe.
Aside from Vijay Singh back in the day, he also 
transformed how a new generation of golfers 
would prepare themselves as athletes as he 
was a gym rat and fi tness junkie. While the raw 
power and athleticism he generated thrilled his 
army of fans, it came with a hefty price as he 
suffered multiple injuries. And for someone 
who has undergone fi ve surgeries on his left 

GET READY FOR WOODS
TO ROAR IN YEAR OF THE TIGER

knee and another fi ve on his back, some career 
threatening, the Big Cat has shown he has more 
than the proverbial nine lives by mounting 
comeback after comeback to cement his stature 
as a global sports icon. 
Following spinal fusion on his back in 2017 
to alleviate debilitating pain, his detractors 
predicted Woods’ career was done but after 
months of recuperation and intense preparation, 
he was on the prowl once more and ended up 
winning the FedExCup Playoffs Finale, the 
TOUR Championship in 2018.
He wasn’t quite done there. 
Six months later, he ended a long 11-year wait 
for a 15th major victory by winning the 2019 
Masters Tournament amidst chants of “Tiger, 
Tiger, Tiger” reverberating across Augusta 
National and with his family beaming with 

Official PGA TOUR Content
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By Chuah Choo Chiang

Tiger Woods with Hero World Challenge winner, Viktor Hovland



activities and more just in life in general. I’m on 
the positive side.” 
With a rod inserted into his right tibia, which 
suffered multiple fractures, and screws and pins 
into his right foot and ankle, Woods needed a 
cast, a boot and then a sleeve to assist in his latest 
recovery. He was in hospital for three weeks and 
confi ned to a hospital bed at his Jupiter home in 
Florida for another three months before taking 
baby steps towards resuming a normal life. He 
described the recovery as the most painful he’s 
had to endure and for mere mortals, this would 
have been enough reason to call it a day.
Fans and fellow competitors are desperate to 
see Woods produce one fi nal hurrah on the PGA 
TOUR and for a golfer who has produced his 
share of comebacks, we certainly should never 
say never with the greatest of all time.  
Heading into 2022, Woods hopes to emulate 
Ben Hogan, who also suffered a similar life-
threatening car accident at the age of 36 and 
subsequently played limited events thereafter. 
Hogan would win 11 more times on TOUR, 
including six majors, after his near-death 
experience. “I don’t foresee this leg ever being 
what it used to be, hence I’ll never have the 
back what it used to be, and clock’s ticking,” 
Woods said. “I’m getting older. To ramp up for 
a few events a year as Mr. Hogan did, he did a 
pretty good job of it, and there’s no reason that 
I can’t do that. I’ve come off surgeries before, 

I’ve come off long layoffs and I’ve won or 
come close to winning before. So I know the 
recipe for it.”
He partnered his son, Charlie, in the PNC 
Championship for the second straight year and 
used the opportunity to further assess his game 
in the 36-hole two-man scramble, hit and giggle 
exhibition. But he knows the effort required to 
scale the peak once again may not be possible. 
“I won’t have the opportunity to practice given 
the condition of my leg and build up. I just don’t. 
I’ll have a different way of doing it and that’s 
okay and I’m at peace with that, I’ve made the 
climb enough times. I’ll have a different way 
of doing it and that’s okay. We’re talking about 
going out there and playing against the world’s 
best on the most diffi cult golf courses under the 
most diffi cult conditions. I’m so far from that,” 
he said.
As we herald into a New Year, Woods is keen 
to turn to a new page. It may somewhat be a 
co-incidence that 2022 will usher in the Year of 
the Tiger under the lunar calendar year and as 
we all know, a Tiger never loses his stripes. The 
golf world should brace itself for what could 
potentially be one fi nal roar from Woods and 
witness a comeback for the ages.

pride by the 18th greenside. He then equalled 
Sam Snead’s long-standing record of 82 PGA 
TOUR titles by winning the inaugural ZOZO 
Championship in Japan and capped a magical 
year by inspiring a U.S. Team as playing 
captain to a stunning come-from-behind victory 
in the Presidents Cup over the Internationals at 
Royal Melbourne. 
From being on top of the hill, Woods tumbled 
out of public sight after his car crash and some 
nine months later emerged in a three-second 
video of him hitting iron shots with a two-word 
caption – “Making progress” – on his Twitter 
account which broke the internet. 
“I’m lucky to be alive but also to still have the 
limb,” said Woods said in a press conference 
during the Hero World Challenge which is 
staged to benefi t his charity. “Those are two 
crucial things. It’s been tough at times, yes, 
some dark moments, but then again, as I was 
making progress through it too, I could see 
some light and that was giving me hope. I’m 
able to participate more with my kids and their 
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I WON’T HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO PRACTICE GIVEN THE 
CONDITION OF MY LEG AND BUILD 
UP. I JUST DON’T. I’LL HAVE A 
DIFFERENT WAY OF DOING IT AND 
THAT’S OKAY AND I’M AT PEACE 
WITH THAT, I’VE MADE THE CLIMB 
ENOUGH TIMES. 

Chuah Choo Chiang is senior Director, marketing 
and communications, APAC for the PGA TOUR 
and is based in Kuala Lumpur.

Tiger Woods practising during the Hero World Challenge



IT’S ALL ABOUT 
WINNING IN 2022

By Jim McCabeBy Jim McCabe

Official PGA TOUR Content
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It was more than 10 years ago, back 
when Tiger Woods was the undisputed 
heavyweight champion of the world 
and a fi t 34-year-old whose thoughts 
on everything golf mattered.

On that day, the topic of conversation 
concerned Corey Pavin’s predicament: 

Should he use a Ryder Cup captain’s pick 
on Rickie Fowler, then a colorful and hugely 
popular 21-year-old in his rookie year on the 
PGA Tour?

Woods wrestled with the question put to him 
– “Would you pick Rickie?” – and seemed to 
concede that Pavin was leaning toward the 

kid. Then Woods stopped, shook his head 
slowly, and acknowledged that one thing 
bothered him.

“At some point, don’t you have to win?”

Ah, well, yes. The ultimate challenge at the 
elite level is to win, though it was easy for 
Woods to express that sentiment; he is an 

Will Zalatoris

https://www.pgatour.com/
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incomparable winning machine.

But guess what? Fast-forward 11 years since 
expressing that viewpoint and Woods, while 
struggling with health issues at age 46, 
remains an icon whose thoughts on all things 
golf still matter. His sentiment about the value 
of winning hasn’t changed, either.

That is important, because the quest to 
win is just one of many storylines that will 
sweep the 2022 portion of the PGA Tour 
schedule into our consciousness. The focus 
is squarely on you Scottie Scheffl er and on 
you Will Zalatoris. If you’re going to surge 
into 19th and 32nd in the Offi cial World Golf 
Ranking without having won, as Scheffl er 
and Zalatoris, respectively, have done, then it 
stands to reason that scrutiny will soon come 
your way.

The rational sentiment would be to suggest 
that they are just 25, that they have played just 
68 (Scheffl er) and 38 (Zalatoris) tournaments, 
so give them time. It’s a fair viewpoint. But 
this is the world stage, remember, and others 
could offer testimony to how quickly pressure 
can build and time can pass.

Tony Finau won his fi rst tournament in 2016 
and for fi ve years piled up the top 10s without 
a second win. He got sick of the scrutiny and 
was relieved to fi nally get No. 2 last summer. 
Fowler, who didn’t triumph until his third 
year, is now 32 and while he’s scratched out 
fi ve wins in 278 tournaments, critics remind 
him constantly that he should have more and 
as his world ranking has plummeted to 82nd, 
the fi ght to climb back into the winner’s circle 
is more arduous than ever.

Not that the mission to fi nally win make 

Scheffl er and Zalatoris the top story entering 
the 2022 phase of the schedule. So long 
as Woods is around, he reigns The Story – 
especially given the crushing leg injury he 
suffered nine months ago and the reality that 
his career as we once knew it is over.

“I’ll put it to you this way: As far as playing 
at the TOUR level, I don’t know when that’s 
going to happen,” said Woods, who met the 
media Nov. 29 for the fi rst time since the 
horrifi c accident in Los Angeles.

No matter how much the media pushed to 

get Woods to speculate on when and if he 
could play golf again, he held strong to his 
conviction that his energies are directed 
elsewhere – specifi cally, to giving thanks that 
he’s alive and able to see his two children.

“I’m lucky to be alive (and) to still have the 
limb,” said Woods, who conceded that there 
was a chance that his right leg would have to 
be amputated. “I’m very grateful that someone 
upstairs was taking care of me.”

Now Woods’ health is not exactly a new story. 
Quite the opposite; it has been a dominant 

FOWLER, WHO DIDN’T 
TRIUMPH UNTIL HIS THIRD 

YEAR, IS NOW 32 AND WHILE 
HE’S SCRATCHED OUT FIVE 

WINS IN 278 TOURNAMENTS, 
CRITICS REMIND HIM 

CONSTANTLY THAT HE SHOULD 
HAVE MORE AND AS HIS 

WORLD RANKING HAS 
PLUMMETED TO 82ND, THE 

FIGHT TO CLIMB BACK INTO 
THE WINNER’S CIRCLE IS 

MORE ARDUOUS THAN EVER.

Scottie Scheffler

https://www.pgatour.com/


each of the last six campaigns.

For those who fancy break-out stars who 
appear headed for another level, meet Sam 
Burns. The onetime standout at LSU was 
0-for-71 to start his PGA Tour career, but he’s 
ripped off wins in two of his last 14 starts. 
Bold, aggressive, and saturated in confi dence, 
he warrants your fullest attention.

Pay heed, also, to what is arguably the 
strongest corps of Americans within the upper 
echelon of the Offi cial World Golf Ranking. 
With dynamic players who have youth and 
impressive clubhead speed on their side, 
the U.S. is on track to have 14 of the top 20 
players in the OWGR at the start of a season.

Maybe an American won’t hold down the 

top spot – Jon Rahm could have that lofty 
position – but presently a healthy parade of 
red, white and blue fl ags are fi xed inside the 
top 20: Collin Morikawa, Dustin Johnson, 
Xander Schauffele, Patrick Cantlay, Thomas, 
DeChambeau, Jordan Spieth, Finau, Harris 
English, Koepka, Daniel Berger, Burns, 
Scheffl er, and Jason Kokrak.

Much fi repower, impressive resumes, and 
the chance for a piece of OWGR history is 
possible. Fourteen Americans inside the top 
20 to start a season has been accomplished 
just once in the 36-year-history of the OWGR, 
and that was the debut ranking, way back in 
April of 1986.

Not a bad way for a season to resume.
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topic since 2010. Consider that he won 71 
times in 239 (.237 clip) tournaments from 
1996 to 2009 but has triumphed in just 11 of 
115 (.095) starts since 2010, mostly due to 
injuries, and you can appreciate just how stop 
and go this has all been.

Right now, it’s a full-fl edged stop, though 
Woods did insist that even while sidelined 
“I can still be part of the Tour.” If that means 
simply rallying the troops to remain committed 
to the PGA Tour at a time when players are 
being enticed elsewhere, he’s all in.

“I’m supporting the PGA Tour; that’s where 
my legacy is,” said Woods. “I have an 
allegiance to the PGA Tour.”

When the 2021-22 seasons resumes Jan. 6 on 
the island of Maui, Woods can join many of us 
in seeing how intriguing subplots play out. For 
instance, now that Brooks Koepka and Bryson 
DeChambeau have had their chances to make 
up (at the Ryder cup) and fi ght again (in The 
Match), can they push aside the commotion 
and return to a formula they seemingly had 
embraced – stalking victories and major titles?

Should a sense of consistency be appealing 
to you, there is Dustin Johnson, who has won 
at least once in all 14 seasons, and Justin 
Thomas, who failed to win in his rookie year 
(2015) but has recorded at least one win in 

MAYBE AN AMERICAN WON’T HOLD DOWN THE TOP SPOT – JON 
RAHM COULD HAVE THAT LOFTY POSITION – BUT PRESENTLY A 
HEALTHY PARADE OF RED, WHITE AND BLUE FLAGS ARE FIXED 
INSIDE THE TOP 20: COLLIN MORIKAWA, DUSTIN JOHNSON, XANDER 
SCHAUFFELE, PATRICK CANTLAY, THOMAS, DECHAMBEAU, JORDAN 
SPIETH, FINAU, HARRIS ENGLISH, KOEPKA, DANIEL BERGER, BURNS, 
SCHEFFLER, AND JASON KOKRAK.

Tony Finau

https://www.pgatour.com/
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Thailand’s Thongchai Jaidee regained his PGA TOUR 
Champions card by fi nishing tied second in the Qualifying 
Tournament (Final Stage) at TPC Tampa Bay on Friday.

The Asian golf legend closed with a fi nal round of 4-under 67 to fi nish 
three shots behind medallist Rob Labritz, who fi red a bogey-free 64 to 
top the class with his 17-under 267 total.
David Branshaw carded a 68 to fi nish alongside Thongchai while Roger 
Rowland and Tom Gillis are also exempt into open, full-fi eld events for 
the 2022 PGA TOUR Champions season after fi nishing fourth and fi fth. 
Thongchai and Branshaw shared runner-up honours at 14-under before 
the Thai birdied the fi rst playoff hole (No. 10) to earn the No. 2 spot.
“I performed well this week,” Thongchai said. “I’m putting very well. 
Everything is better than it was earlier this year. Hopefully I can keep it 
going.”
Two years ago, Thongchai earned his playing rights on PGA TOUR 
Champions from Qualifying School but the Covid-19 pandemic dashed 
his hopes of performing well in the over-50 circuit as he missed a large 
portion of the 2020-21 season due to travel restrictions that kept him in 
Thailand. He did fi nish strongly at the end of the recent season with two 
successive top-10 fi nishes.
“It feels great. I played a solid round, was solid all week and I’ve now 
got back my TOUR card. Hopefully next year will be a lot better than 
this year. Covid affected everything and shut things down. It was very 
diffi cult for everyone.
“In my last two tournaments, I fi nished top-5 and top-10 and it brough 
my confi dence back. I worked very hard before coming over here. It’s 
diffi cult to get the fi ve cards and I’m happy I did it.  I want to thank 
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THAILAND’S THONGCHAI EARNS PGA TOUR CHAMPIONS CARD AT Q-SCHOOL 

my family for their support as I’ve been in the U.S for the past seven 
months.”
Trailing by one entering the fi nal round, Labritz, a club professional, 
was on form to surge to the top of the leaderboard.

Jason Kokrak and Kevin Na birdied 
12 of their last 13 holes Sunday 
in fourballs and closed with a 

12-under 60 to rally from at three-shot 
defi cit and win the QBE Shootout.

Kokrak and Na were fi ve shots behind after 
a bogey on the par-3 fi fth hole when they 
ran off nine straight birdies, seven of them 
by Na. And then it was Kokrak’s turn down 
the stretch, and he fi nished off the one-shot 
victory with a 6-foot birdie putt.

Four teams had a chance to win over the fi nal 
two holes. Kokrak blasted a drive down the 
fairway and had a wedge he hit into 6 feet 
below the cup. His fi nal birdie staked the team 
to a two-shot lead, meaning the last two teams 
behind them had to hole out from the fairway 
to force a playoff.

Billy Horschel chipped in for birdie from near 
the water hazard as he and Sam Burns shot 61 
to fi nish one shot behind. Horschel and Burns 
did not have a score worse than 62 all week.

Marc Leishman and Jason Day, who opened 
with a 56 and led all week, couldn’t keep 
pace. Leishman made a 10-foot eagle putt 

on the par-5 17th to get within one shot, but 
then Kokrak in the group ahead made birdie 
and the Australian duo had to settle for par. 
They shot 65 and tied for third with defending 
champions Harris English and Matt Kuchar, 

who closed with a 62.

Na and Kokrak didn’t look to be part of the 
picture when they were even for the round 
through fi ve holes. They made birdie on every 
hole but the 15th the rest of the way.

JASON KOKRAK, KEVIN NA BIRDIE 12 OF LAST 13 HOLES TO WIN QBE SHOOTOUT
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THE WARM PLACE NAMED 2021 PGA TOUR CHARITY OF THE YEAR
The PGA TOUR announced that The WARM Place, a Fort 
Worth-based non-profi t benefi ciary of the Charles Schwab 
Challenge, has been named the 2021 PGA TOUR Charity 

of the Year.

The WARM Place provides year-round grief support services to 
children ages 3 1/2 to 18 and their families, as well as young adults 
ages 19 to 25, who have experienced the death of a loved one. The 
non-profi t provides a safe environment for children to express feelings 
and emotions as well as the opportunity to meet with children and 
families who are experiencing circumstances like their own. Since 
1989, The WARM Place has companioned over 40,000 children and 
their families along their grief journeys. Families are never charged 
a fee for services and there are no geographical limitations or time 
limits – families are welcome to participate as long as the children 
are benefi ting from the program.

Powered by the Colonial Country Club of Fort Worth, the Charles 
Schwab Challenge has made a charitable impact of more than $150 
million on over 150 different organizations during the past two 
decades.

“All of the charitable organizations that we support are special, but 
The WARM Place is an incredibly special place and they do so many 
wonderful things for the benefi t of families with children,” said Jim 
Whitten, Tournament Chairman, Charles Schwab Challenge.

The award comes with a $30,000 grant from the PGA TOUR to 
assist The WARM Place, which will be utilized to further support 
their grief support program, providing children and families with the 
support they need to work through their intense feelings of grief after 

Five PGA TOUR-sanctioned 
events will award spots in next 
year’s 150th Open at St. Andrews, 

the R&A announced Wednesday.

The Arnold Palmer Invitational presented 
by Mastercard, John Deere Classic, RBC 
Canadian Open, Genesis Scottish Open and 
Barbasol Championship are all part of the 
2022 Open Qualifying Series schedule.

The Arnold Palmer Invitational, John Deere 
Classic and Genesis Scottish Open will each 
offer three qualifying places. Two berths 
in The Open will be available at the RBC 
Canadian Open, which will be played for 
the fi rst time since 2019, and the Barbasol 
Championship will offer the fi nal spot into 
the fi eld at St. Andrews.

The Arnold Palmer Invitational presented 
by Mastercard will be played March 3-6 at 
Bay Hill Club & Lodge in Orlando, Florida. 
The RBC Canadian Open is scheduled for 
June 9-12 at Toronto’s St. George’s Golf 
& Country Club. The Deere will be played 
June 30-July 3, two weeks prior to The 

Open, at TPC Deere Run in Silvis, Illinois.

The Barbasol Championship and Genesis 
Scottish Open will be played concurrently 
in the week before the year’s fi nal major. 
Both events are co-sanctioned by the PGA 
TOUR and DP World Tour, meaning they 
will count toward both tours’ season-long 

points races, the FedExCup and Race to 
Dubai.

The Barbasol Championship will be played 
at Keene Trace Golf Club in Nicholasville, 
Kentucky, while The Renaissance Club 
in North Berwick, Scotland, will host the 
Genesis Scottish Open.

FIVE PGA TOUR-SANCTIONED EVENTS TO OFFER SPOTS IN THE OPEN

the devasting loss of a loved one. The grant will provide a month of 
services, at no cost, to 240 children and their families grieving.



Tournament golf in India is set to 
receive a huge boost year when the 

inaugural The DGC Open tees-off at The 
Delhi Golf Club, from March 24-27, 2022 
- triumphantly signalling the return of the 
Asian Tour to India for the fi rst time in nearly 
two-and-a-half years.
To be staged on the newly renovated Lodhi 
Course and boasting a lucrative purse of 
US$500,000, the exciting new event will be 
one of the standout tournaments in the early 

part of the season on the 2022 Asian Tour 
schedule.
“The DGC Open is a new tournament, on a 
newly renovated Gary Player Design course 
and in many respects represents a new start 
for everyone involved,” said Manjit Singh, 
President, The Delhi Golf Club.
“It is an exciting opportunity for The Delhi 
Golf Club to play a key role in the return of 
international tournament golf to India. We 
feel it is extremely important that we set 

the wheels in motion to restore tournament 
golf in India and help the game we are 
all so passionate about. To commemorate 
this occasion Mr. Gary Player, himself, is 
scheduled to be present.”
The last time the Asian Tour staged an event 
in India saw Korean teenager Joohyung Kim 
claim the Panasonic Open India in November 
2019. While the same event in October of 
2018 was the most recent occasion The Delhi 
Golf Club hosted an Asian Tour event.
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INAUGURAL THE DGC OPEN TO MARK ASIAN TOUR’S POPULAR RETURN TO INDIA 

Based on a collective desire to 
consolidate their respective platforms, 

this new alliance will see the Asian 
Tour’s popular tier-two circuit, the Asian 
Development Tour (ADT), align with the 
MENA Tour ‒ with the ultimate goal of 
merging in 2023.
Next year will be a season of transition with 
the intention to stage a number of ADT and 
MENA Tour co-sanctioned tournaments 
before the end of Q2, which will provide 
equal playing opportunities to both sets of 
Members.
And, in 2023 the ADT and MENA Tour will 
then unify to become a single and formidable 
platform from which players can graduate to 
the main Tour. Competitors will be able to 
access the new development tour through the 
Asian Tour Qualifying School.
“We want to create an amplifi ed pan-Asian 
development pathway by 2023 feeding 
directly into the Asian Tour,” said Cho Minn 

ASIAN TOUR AND MENA TOUR FORM KEY STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 

Thant, Commissioner & CEO, Asian Tour.
“The Asian Development Tour has always 
been an intrinsic part of our ecosystem and 
this new partnership with our friends at the 

MENA Tour is a forward-thinking statement 
of intent to build a combined property for 
the betterment of professional golf across the 
length and breadth of our region.”
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PHACHARA BREAKTHROUGH! 
Phachara Khongwatmai 
fi nally secured his 

breakthrough maiden win 
on the Asian Tour when he 
claimed the US$1million 
Laguna Phuket Championship 
after a gripping fi nish at 
Laguna Golf Phuket.

He holed a pressure-packed 
12-foot par putt on the 18th to 
avoid a sudden-death play-off 
and beat countrymen Panuphol 
Pittayarat and Denwit 
Boriboonsub and Korean Bio 
Kim by a solitary shot.

Phachara, who fi rst hit 
global headlines when he 
won a professional event 
aged 14, claimed the biggest 
tournament of his career so far 
after closing with an even-par 
70 for a winning total of 10 
under, on a diffi cult day when 
the wind speed reached 25 to 30km per hour.

“I feel very happy, and very excited for this win. I have been waiting for about six years. 
Right now, it is my time, and I feel great,” said 22-year-old Phachara ‒ six-times a runner-
up on the Asian Tour.

“Today was quite diffi cult because it was tough wind. I have never played this wind in 
Thailand before. Today was tough, and all about who can make the score. That last putt is 
my last chance for 18 holes but if I missed I knew I had another chance in a play-off. But I 
had that putt from that place before when I was here in quarantine.” 

TK TAKES HIS MEDICINE
Whiz-kid golfer TK Ratchanon 
Chantananuwat has revealed that he 

bravely battled back from a nose bleed, heat 
stroke and a severely blocked left ear in last 
week’s Laguna Phuket Championship at 
Laguna Golf Phuket.

The 14-year-old amateur star ‒ who made 
the cut in both the Blue Canyon Phuket 
Championship and the Laguna Phuket 
Championship, fi nishing as low amateur 
both times ‒ said he suffered from a blocked 
ear on day one last week and later in the 
week had heat stroke that nearly forced him 
to withdraw.

“I couldn’t hear since the fi rst day,” he said.

“I went to see the doctor, but he said it would 
be too risky to treat it without the proper 
equipment. But I went to the hospital, as it 
was so bad, but they couldn’t clear it out. 
In the end I took some medicine and that 
helped.”

JEEV AT 50
Jeev Milkha Singh turns 50 and 
while most professional athletes at 

his age are retired the Indian great is not 
even close to putting his clubs away.
“It feels good in a way [to be turning 
50] because I am heading to the Senior 
Tour for my second innings!” he said, 
this week.
“It has been an amazing journey: I have 
played all over the world, I have made 
good friends, I have made a living out 
of what I love doing, and I have had 
success.”
The two-time Asian Tour Order of Merit 
champion, and winner of six titles on 
Tour, is exempt for the senior circuits in 
Europe, Japan and Korea and is hoping 
to receive invites for the Champions 
Tour.
He should also be able to play in the 
Senior British Open, US Senior Open, 
and the Senior PGA Championship.
Singh added: “I will probably start in 
March in either Europe or Japan – just 
waiting for the schedule to come out. I 
am going to play full time and shuttle 
between Europe, Japan and Korea.”
Singh has taken up associate membership 
for the Champions Tour, where he hopes 
to get two or three starts.

Impressively, he fi nished in a tie for 30th 
place at Laguna Golf Phuket but it was 
at the Blue Canyon event where he really 
attracted headlines after closing with a 65 
to fi nish 12 under and tie 15th.

His ailments defi nitely had an impact at 
Laguna.
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Matti Schmid has become the second German to be crowned Sir Henry Cotton Rookie 
of the Year, after Martin Kaymer in 2007, following a breakthrough season during 
which the 24-year-old secured his status for the DP World Tour in 2022 just three 

months after turning professional.
The award caps a year in which Schmid earned the Silver Medal as the leading amateur at the 
Open Championship in July, turning professional directly after his performance at Royal St 
George’s and instantly going on to prove his worth in the paid ranks.
Schmid, who also claimed a top 15 fi nish as an amateur at the BMW International Open in 
June, made the cut in his fi rst two professional appearances on the European Tour. He really 
made his mark with a runner up fi nish at September’s Dutch Open, fi nishing three strokes 
back from winner Kristoffer Broberg.
That went a long way in securing his status for the 2022 season, before a top ten fi nish at the 
Alfred Dunhill Links Championship and a tied eleventh place fi nish at the Mallorca Golf 
Open rubber-stamped his membership, fi nishing 114th in the fi nal Race to Dubai Rankings 
presented by Rolex.

The European Challenge Tour has 
announced a record-breaking global 
schedule for the 2022 season which 

will see the Road to Mallorca’s total 
prize fund surpass the €8,000,000 mark 
for the fi rst time.

The 2022 Road to Mallorca will consist 
of 31 tournaments staged across three 
continents in 18 different countries.

It includes a return to Scotland for 
the fi rst time in four years when the 
Farmfoods Scottish Challenge supported 
by The R&A takes place in the fi nal 
week of May. The event, which will 
be held in association with 1999 Open 
Champion Paul Lawrie, will be the fi rst 
of 19 tournaments in consecutive weeks 
where the Road to Mallorca will weave 
through 15 countries and end in France, 
from September 29 – October 2.

The Challenge Tour also returns to China 
for the fi rst time since 2019 with back-
to-back events, including the Foshan 
Open, where players will be given a fi nal 
chance to earn their spot in the season-
ending Rolex Challenge Tour Grand 
Final supported by The R&A.

The fi nale of the 2022 Road to Mallorca 
will return to Club de Golf Alcanada, 
the setting for the 2019 Grand Final, 
where the top 45 players on the Road 
to Mallorca Rankings will compete for 
one of 20 life changing DP World Tour 
cards for the 2023 season.  The top fi ve 
graduates will also receive the John 
Jacobs Bursary, announced last month 
as part of DP World’s title partnership of 
the European Tour group’s main Tour.

The 2022 schedule includes seven co-
sanctioned events with the Sunshine 
Tour, including a maiden visit to 
Tanzania for the Mount Kilimanjaro 
Klassic at Kilimanjaro Golf & Wildlife 
Estate with Tanzania set to become the 
52nd country to stage a Challenge Tour 
event.

CHALLENGE TOUR 
ANNOUNCES 
COMPREHENSIVE 
2022 GLOBAL 
SCHEDULE 

MATTI SCHMID WINS SIR HENRY COTTON 
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR AWARD 

The Legends Tour has announced the 
schedule for the 2022 season, after two 
unprecedented years of restriction as a 

result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Tour 
has returned strongly with a minimum of 20 
events and record prize funds totalling over 
€15 million, across a variety of different 
countries and continents.
The 2022 season comprises the refi ned 
Celebrity Series and a number of events in the 
‘Alliance’ format, offering amateur golfers the 
opportunity to compete alongside the Legends 
of the game – a format unique in sport that 
gives golf enthusiasts a premium, inside the 
ropes experience.

The Jersey Legends (10-12 June) is one of the 
many highlights of the season, returning to the 
schedule and being played at La Moye Golf 
Club. It is no stranger to elite competition, 
having hosted the Acorn Jersey Open in 2016 
and is the home club of 1991 Masters winner 
and Legends Tour player Ian Woosnam.
Elsewhere, the JCB Championship (29-
31 July) at JCB Golf & Country Club in 
Uttoxeter, England is a new exciting addition 
to the calendar. The event will see a total 
prize fund of £600,000 and will be hosted by 
Ryder Cup and European Tour legend Darren 
Clarke with all profi ts being donated to JCB’s 
NSPCC Platinum Jubilee Appeal.

LEGENDS TOUR ANNOUNCES 
INTERNATIONAL 2022 SCHEDULE 
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ON THE EUROPEAN TOUR

The DP World Tour announced a change 
to its early 2022 schedule, with the Hero 
Indian Open moving forward a week in 

the calendar to now take place from February 
17-20.

The 56th edition of the historic event was 

originally due to be played at DLF Golf and 
Country Club in New Delhi from February 24-
27, following a two-year absence due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic.
Instead, it will move into the week originally 
scheduled for a fi fth event in the Middle East, 

South Africa’s Thriston Lawrence became the fi rst 
winner of the DP World Tour era after the Joburg 
Open was reduced to a 36-hole event.

The home favourite had matched his lowest DP World 
Tour round on days one and two, with a pair of 65s 
sending him into the weekend at Randpark Golf Club at 
12 under and with a four-shot lead.
Soon after the completion of the second day’s play, it 
was decided the opening tournament of the 2022 DP 
World Tour season would be reduced to 54 holes to 
allow non-South African resident players, caddies and 
tournament support staff return to their home countries, 
with international travel restrictions imposed on the 
country after the emergence of a new COVID-19 
variant.
Weather delays over the fi rst two days meant that the 
second round had to be completed on Saturday morning 
but when the rest of the fi eld completed their own 
second rounds, Lawrence was still four ahead.
A bogey at the fi rst on day three trimmed his advantage 
but more dangerous weather swept in at 12.12pm 
local time. The additional lightning storms and heavy 
rain left large parts of the course unplayable, leaving 
offi cials with little option but to call the result after 36 
holes.

The European Tour group’s Golf for Good raised a total of £125,000 for 
UNICEF through its season-long ‘Every Birdie Counts’ campaign. The 
campaign, supporting UNICEF’s work as part of the COVAX Facility, 

raised suffi cient funds to help the children’s charity deliver 50,000 vaccines to 
some of the world’s most vulnerable and hardest-to-reach nations.

‘Every Birdie Counts’ - an integral part of the European Tour group’s 
overarching CSR Programme ‘Golf for Good’ during the 2021 season -  
raised a minimum of €1 for UNICEF for every single birdie made during the 
campaign, with €10 donated for every eagle and €1,000 for every albatross. 

Those numbers were given a signifi cant ‘Birdie Boost’ at the season-ending 
DP World Tour Championship in Dubai, when the European Tour group’s Golf 
for Good pledged €75 for every birdie made at the fi nal Rolex Series event of 
the season, to mark UNICEF’s milestone 75th anniversary as well as World 
Children’s Day, which coincided with day three of the prestigious tournament. 

A total of €77,451 was raised prior to the fi nale at Jumeirah Golf Estates, 
thanks to 57,641 birdies, 1,681 eagles and three albatrosses across a season 
which began with January’s Abu Dhabi HSBC Championship. 

The DP World Tour Championship, meanwhile, yielded 862 birdies and 19 
eagles, raising a total of €66,550 in a week which saw Collin Morikawa 
claim the title in a dramatic fashion, becoming the fi rst American golfer in the 
history of the DP World Tour to top the season-long rankings.

LAWRENCE TRIUMPHS 
AFTER JOBURG OPEN 
REDUCED TO 36-HOLE 
TOURNAMENT 

EUROPEAN TOUR GROUP’S GOLF FOR 
GOOD RAISES £125,000 FOR UNICEF 
THROUGH EVERY BIRDIE COUNTS 
CAMPAIGN 

 DATE CHANGE FOR THE HERO INDIAN OPEN 
following the two Rolex Series events, the Abu 
Dhabi HBSC Championship (January 20-23) 
and the Slync.io Dubai Desert Classic (January 
27-30); the Ras Al Khaimah Championship 
Presented by Phoenix Capital (February 3-6) 
and the Commercial Bank Qatar Masters 
(February 10-13).



sports politics and commercial infl uences.
The 2021 report card would show that the all-
powerful PGA TOUR, the traditional honey 
pot primarily staged in the USA has ridden 
the waves of coronavirus with its customary 
strength, barely missing a beat as the best – 
and richest – golfers in the world have gone 
about their business contained in their ‘bubble,’ 
relatively cocooned from the stresses and strains 
infl icted on the real world by an unprecedented 
global health crisis.
Not so, the European Tour; never mind its 
shiny new, about to be adopted name, the ‘DP 
World Tour,’ for the 49th and fi nal year under 
its original moniker, the Wentworth-based 
circuit has been badly blown off course, mainly 
by COVID, losing big-money tournaments 
such as the Nedbank Challenge and the HSBC 
Champions, but also, for reasons hitherto 
unexplained, the Turkish Open.
Following a patched-up 2020 season in which 
the European Tour did well to keep the show on 
the road at all, courtesy of a series of low-budget 
‘fi llers’ to keep its members at least occupied, 
if nor enriched as COVID-19 ripped through 
its schedule, the four ‘Majors’ and WGC events 
keeping its star performers playing for the big 
bucks they have become accustomed to, 2021, 
with the Ryder Cup, the Olympic Games and 
a partial recovery as the pandemic abated 

For a nation boasting all of 14 golf 
courses, seven on grass and seven 
on sand, Saudi Arabia can scarcely 
lay claim to be one of the royal and 
ancient game’s natural homes or 

even a historical hotbed or, given its traditional 
societal limitations, an open and altruistic 
country hell-bent on setting-up a burgeoning 
and welcoming golf tourism sector.
But with Australian Greg Norman now tapping 
into the vast wealth of the sovereign wealth fund 
of a dubious regime with blood on its hands, the 
component parts of the men’s global golf jigsaw 
may be about to be thrown into confusion 
and chaos, starting with the US$5m Saudi 
International in February 2022.
As one calendar year draws to a close and 
another professional golf season reaches its 
conclusion, both buffeted and on occasions 
battered by the curse that has been and 
continues to be COVID-19, another year for 
the world’s pro circuits dawns with both routine 
regularity, but also an unprecedented element of 
uncertainty.
And it’s not just the ongoing pandemic that 
is troubling the sport of golf at its elite end; 
the tectonic plates of the professional game 
are shifting perceptibly, even in a sport where 
the ebbs and fl ows of the various circuits are 
accustomed to the comings and goings of 

somewhat masked threatening storm clouds 
gathering on the horizon.
And an ever-closer tie-up with the PGA TOUR, 
announced in late 2020 but not fully-effective 
until the 2022 season promised a ‘Landmark 
agreement [which] further enhances and 
connects the ecosystem of men’s professional 
golf through a number of areas, including 
global scheduling, prize funds and playing 
opportunities for the respective memberships.’
Meanwhile, out east, the Asian Tour, the poor 
relation of professional golf – men’s and 
women’s – despite being set in the heart of the 
world’s economic powerhouse, found itself all-
but wiped-out by the health emergency and its 
travel limitations.
Then, a bolt from the blue; the date, Monday 
29th November 2021, an announcement out 
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of Saudi Arabia that shook the conventions 
of men’s professional golf, the PGA TOUR 
included to its very foundations, the launch by 
LIV Golf Investments, funded by the Saudi 
Arabian sovereign wealth fund, along with 
Japanese fi nance house, SoftBank, of a new, 10-
year, US$200m agreement with the Asian Tour. 
The press release boasted the new initiative 
would, “holistically improve the health of 
professional golf,” suggesting, “this is only the 
beginning,”
Arguably a much-needed lifeline for the 
Singapore-based circuit, cynics view it as a 
‘fl ag of convenience’ under the stewardship of 
Australian golf magnate, ex-multiple ‘Major’ 
champion Greg Norman as the forerunner of 
the widely-trailed yet still undelivered Saudi-
backed Premier Golf League / World Golf 
Tour, which has hung around in the ether, 
like a Sword of Damocles hanging over the 
conventional structures, threatening the status 

quo since the early 1990s.
Norman himself said, “LIV Golf Investments 
has secured a major capital commitment that 
will be used to create additive new opportunities 
across worldwide professional golf,” adding, 
“The Asian Tour is a sleeping giant and we share 
ambition to grow the series and unlock what we 
believe is signifi cant untapped potential.”
Whichever it is, and only time will tell if 
Norman’s initiative is indeed a much-needed 
altruistic investment in the Asian Tour or a 
‘Trojan horse,’ that will blow the upper echelons 
of men’s professional golf apart, this new dawn 
all kicks-off with the fourth staging of the 
catchily-named Saudi International Powered by 
SoftBank 
Arabia’s only championship standard golf 
course, the Royal Greens Golf & Country Club, 
King Abdullah Economic City between 3rd -6th 
February 2022.
In welcoming the new Saudi-backed initiative 
with open arms, Cho Minn Thant, Asian 
Tour Commissioner & CEO says, “Due to 
COVID-19, not a single shot has been played 
on the Asian Tour since the Malaysian Open 
on 7th March 2020 and we have all faced 
19-months of uncertainty,“ adding, “The new 
partnership [with the Greg Norman-led LIV 
Golf Investments] will allow for a period of 
recovery and stability, followed by signifi cant 
growth.
“We now plan to build on this and take things to 
a new level and further raise our profi le, which 
will have a huge impact on the game in general 
in our region and indeed beyond,” insisted the 
Commissioner, but there are many who believe 
Norman and his Saudi backers has ulterior 
motives and view the Singapore-based circuit as 
a ‘Flag of convenience’ for their greater global 
ambitions.
And, at the time of going to press, the 
tournament, owned by Golf Saudi and promoted 
by IMG does not even appear of the offi cial 
Asian Tour 2022 schedule, although the offi cial 
event website, www.golfsaudi.com confi rms the 
Asian Tour as it’s ‘Offi cial Sanctioning Partner,’ 
although no Asian Tour players are currently 
listed in the fi eld with just over a month until the 
big tee-off supposedly heralding the dawning of 
a new era for the Singapore-based circuit.
“The fi nal 30 [players] will be confi rmed in 
January following a season-ending double-
header in Singapore, with the likes of Jazz 
Janewattananond, Scott Hend, Gavin Green, 
John Catlin, Shiv Kapur, Wade Ormsby and 
Joohyung Kim,” chirps the media blurb.
But, with hefty appearance fees for the world’s 
leading stars including defending champion 
Dustin Johnson and 2020 winner Graeme 
McDowell said to range between US$1m – 
US$2m per player, the current fi eld looks like 
something of a ‘Curate’s egg,’ with OWGR Top 
10 players Bryson DeChambeau and Xander 

Schauffele as well as European Ryder Cup stars 
Henrik Stenson, Shane Lowry, Lee Westwood, 
Paul Casey, Tommy Fleetwood and Ian Poulter 
all confi rmed, along with Australian Adam Scott 
and US veteran Phil Mickelson.
But, conspicuous by their absence as the clock 
counts down to what is being billed as an epoch-
changing tournament are current World Number 
1 Jon Rahm, fellow OWGR high-fl yers Colin 
Morikawa (#2) and compatriot Justin Thomas 
(#6), whilst – in the enforced absence of the 
indisposed Tiger Woods – the marquee name of 
Rory McIlroy (#9) is also missing, the Irishman, 
who recently referred to the Saudi-backed 
enterprise as, “A money grab,” adding, ““You 
go back to what happened in Europe with the 
European Super League in football. 
“People can see it for what it is, a money grab, 
which is fi ne if what you’re playing golf for is to 
make as much money as possible [that’s] totally 
fi ne, then go and do that if that’s what makes 
you happy,” continued McIlroy.
“I’m just speaking about my own beliefs; 
I’m playing this game to try to cement my 
place in history and my legacy and to win 
major championships and to win the biggest 
tournaments in the world,” the four-time 
‘Major’ winner concluding, “I honestly don’t 
think there’s a better structure in place and I 
don’t think there will be.”
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Having initiated the Saudi International in 
2019 and been its sole sanctioning partner 
for three years, the loss of the event – and the 
participation of so many of its marquee names 
in the 2022 tournament, the loss will be a bitter 
pill for the European Tour to swallow, more so 
given the fi nancial implications and the erosion 
of status in golf’s all-important pecking order, 
especially to its junior partner, the Asian Tour, 
with which it signed an open-ended, ‘Strategic 
alliance,’ as recently as July 2016.  
And, despite fi lling the vacant dates with a 
rival US$2m tournament, the Ras al Khaimah 
Championship presented by Phoenix Capital 
over the same dates at the Al Hamra GC, Ras Al 
Khaimah in the UAE, Wentworth supremo Keith 
Pelley had already warned any of his members 
signing-up to the Saudi-backed initiative they 
risked losing their Ryder Cup rights, saying, 
“We are aligned with the PGA Tour in opposing, 
in the strongest possible terms, any proposal for 
an alternative golf league.”
But many believe Pelley’s bluff has been 
called by some of his most valued stars 
and that his Ryder Cup threat would prove 
both unenforceable and deeply damaging to 
Wentworth’s biennial magic money tree against 
the USA.
The new tournament is also a major blow to 
the once all-powerful PGA TOUR, especially 
with so many of its marquee names following 
the money, especially as it clashes directly 
with the prestigious US$8.7m AT&T Pebble 
Beach Pro-am, the fi rst sign of weakness and 

a major strategic and operational headache 
for Commissioner Jay Monahan, who had 
previously threatened, immediate suspension 
and a possible career ban were they to be 
tempted to join any proposed rival Saudi golf 
initiative.
And, although the single Saudi tournament falls 
some way short of the full-blown breakaway 
World Golf Tour / Premier Golf League 
previously mooted, the event, and the defection 
of leading PGA and European Tour players 
in direct contradiction to edicts issued from 
Ponte Vedra and Wentworth certainly puts the 
proverbial cats amongst the pigeons.
For its part, human rights campaign group 
Amnesty International has branded the recent 
Saudi sports initiatives involving Boxing, 
Tennis and Formula 1 as well as Golf as, ‘Brazen 
sports-washing,’ of its human rights abuses, 
especially following the state-sponsored murder 
of dissident Saudi journalist Jamal Kashoggi 
in the country’s consulate in Istanbul on 2nd 
October 2018, to which US intelligence linked 
directly to Saudi ruler Prince Mohammed bin 
Salman, chairman of the very sovereign wealth 
fund putting up much of the estimated US$15m 
budget for February’s tournament near Jeddah.
This incident, even in isolation represents an 
indelible stain on the Saudi Arabian regime, 
its direct fi nancing of a landmark potentially 
ground-breaking new era in men’s professional 
golf, and the ease with which a signifi cant 
number of the world’s leading players have been 
recruited reveals that hard cash, petro-dollars 
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and potentially blood money counts for more 
than human rights.
The acid test is likely follow on in two stages, 
fi rst, over the next 12 months to see just how 
the Asian Tour, the Saudi vehicle of choice for 
its bold initiative benefi ts, or not, as the case 
may be; nine additional new million-dollar 
tournaments across the region is a big ask.
Beyond that, the cynics may well be proved 
correct that, “Only the beginning,” means 
the start of Greg Norman’s great, long held 
pipe dream of an elite and exclusive world 
golf tour which will rent asunder the existing 
professional circuits as we have come to know 
them, with the very rich getting even richer and 
the rest left to squabble over the remains of the 
spoils.
As the House of Saud seeks to redefi ne itself in 
the eyes of the world with a naked power grab, 
whilst offering a fl imsy chimera of altruism and 
standing up for golf’s underdogs at the Asian 
Tour, the harsh reality is that everything that 
glitters is rarely gold, while the road to hell is 
often paved with good intentions.
As such, the probability is that the ethereal and 
to-date illusory World Golf Tour is the true, 
medium term agenda, an initiative which will 
do little to help golf’s post-pandemic recovery 
and even less to endear the professional game 
to its audiences or help ambitious, young and 
talented golfers throughout the world develop 
their craft and advance their careers with natural 
pathways to the very top of their sport.

“Due to COVID-19, not 
a single shot has been 
played on the Asian Tour 
since the Malaysian Open 
on 7th March 2020 and we 
have all faced 19-months 
of uncertainty.”

Cho Minn Thant
Asian Tour Commissioner & CEO
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or most of us, a trip to 
the range means the 
opportunity to work on our 
swings. But while technical 
work remains an integral part 

of any practice session, your range 
experience can be so much more than 
that. The latest research into performance 
training for  golf suggests a blend of...

 Technical work: 
Your swing or set-
up.

 Random shots: 
Mimicking the real 
game.

 Accountability: 
Hitting shots that 
matter.

Not only is this a 
more effective use 
of your range time in terms of  
performance, it also adds interest,  fun 
and variety to your practice sessions – 
and all the more so if you fi nd yourself at 
a range equipped with Toptracer, a ball-
tracking system designed to enhance all 
three elements of the perfect range 
session. 

Let’s take a look at each one in turn, 
learn why it’s important, and see how to 
work it into your practice.

Shot curvature is the 
result of the relationship 
between the clubface and 
swing path at impact. A 
range mat gives you a 
unique opportunity to 
work 
on this, because you 
can physically mark 
it. Obviously don’t 
use anything that 
cannot be removed – 
I recommend chalk – 
but with just three lines, 
you can start to monitor 
and improve your face-to-
path relationship 
and bring that curvature 
under control.

Three lines
Draw a centre line (along 
your ball-to-target path) 
flanked by slight leftward 
and rightward paths. 
Chalk is perfect because 
not only does it draw a 
clear, removable line; 
it also offers great 
feedback through the 
puff of dust you create 
when you hit the line.

Ins tead of hi t ting a baske t of 
balls in to no thing, tr y this 
thr ee - s tage appr oac h nex t 
time you pr ac tise

THE 
NEW 
RULES 
OF THE 
RANGE

MAKE IT… TECHNICAL
P L AY

BE T T ER  IN

20222022

#1
CURVATURE

If you’re making a swing change – or are in the three weeks following a lesson 
– technical work should represent around 60 percent of your range time, if not, 

bring it down to around 20 percent. Every golfer has their own technical 
gremlins to work out, but let’s look at four elements, tracked and measured 

by Toptracer, which will boost the performance of any golfer...

F

P I C T U R E S  A N G U S  M U R R A Y

DEANA RUSHWORTH 
Former England international 

and Advanced PGA 
Professional, Witney Lakes 

Resort, Oxfordshire.
deanagolfpro.co.uk
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Shape at will
Given a clean, centred 
strike, a face open to the 
path will fade the ball; 
when it’s closed to the 
path the ball will draw. 
Experiment with this...

 Swing the club down 
the leftward line while 
leaving the face aiming 
between the leftward and 
centre lines. This is the 
ideal relationship for a 
fade (right-handers).

 Now swing down the 
rightward line with the 
clubface facing between 
the rightward and centre 
lines. This is the perfect 
combination for a draw.



Fe e l  t h e  s q u e e z e
The mere presence of the towel 
will encourage you to deliver the 
downward, compressing attack 
angle that leads to optimal iron 
strike and launch. 

 Get too shallow or scoopy and 
the towel catches the clubhead, 
delivering instant feedback.

 Mats can be forgiving on heavy 
contact, leaving you unsure if 
you actually hit behind the ball 
or not. The towel removes that 
forgiveness, giving you a more 
accurate result for the strike.

Clean sweep
You need to avoid the 
stick as you swing down 
and through. To do this you 
must deliver the club on a 
shallow attack angle, the 
club bottoming out under 
the end of the stick and 
behind the ball. This 
encourages the level-to-
up impact strike angle 
that delivers an ideal 
launch angle – around 
14º. Remember to 
shift your weight into 
your lead side as you 
work on this.

Irons Towel tip
Lie your towel across the mat, 
a few inches behind the ball.

Driver
Below the bar
Place your range basket 
beside the mat, 12 inches 
or so behind the ball. Lie 
an alignment stick on top 
of the range basket, so its 
end protrudes past the 
ball but not as far as the 
shaft.

RIGHT HEIGHT
One further thing on driver 

launch. If you are practising 
drivers, only do so when you 

have access to a tee that sits at 
least half of the ball above the 

crown on the club. Anything 
lower will encourage you to 

squeeze down on the ball and 
promote a lower-than-optimal

launch.

#2 LAUNCH
Launch is, of course, the angle the 
ball rises from horizontal off the club. 
Finding this optimal range will help you to 
strike the ball closer to your distance 
potential. For the typical club golfer, the 

ideal launch angle ranges are...
Driver 12-16º (typical club loft 9º)
6-iron 15-19º (typical club loft 31º)
PW 24-28º (typical club loft 45º)
As you can see, these ideals are above the 

average driver loft but well below the 
typical iron lofts. This means developing 
separate techniques, sweeping the ball 
up for driver, but squeezing it out lower 
with irons.
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Take a chair
Most ranges have a chair you can 
bring into your bay, but if not you 
can use your golf bag. Set the 
chair or bag behind you and set 
up so your backside is just 
making contact with it. Make 
sure your ankles are under your 
hip bones.

#3 BALL SPEED

CENTRED 
STRIKE DRILL

Ball speed is, of 
course, the initial 
speed of the ball 
as it leaves the 
clubface. Ball speed 
is therefore strongly 
influenced by club 

speed, but it is 
also affected 

by swing path, attack 
angle and the quality 
of strike; a squarer 
path and sweeter 
strike from a more 
level attack will yield 
a much higher ball 
speed than a steep, 
glancing blow off the 

heel, even with 
similar clubhead 
speeds. For Toptracer 
reference, a decent 
average driver ball 
speed is 140-
145mph, a 6-iron 
110-115mph and a 
wedge 85-90mph.

ON THE EDGE OF 
YOUR SEAT

This drill will help you 
maintain your body angles, a 
key element of an on-plane 

swing that promotes a neutral 
path and centred strike.

Close contact
Your goal is to maintain that chair contact 
throughout the swing. Doing so helps you 
maintain your body angles, a key element of an 
on-plane swing that promotes a neutral path 
and centred strike. This is relatively easy on 
the way back but far more challenging through 
impact. Practise rolling your backside along 
the chair as your rotate through, slowly at first 
before building up to full speed.
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NO Basket 
remains held
A weak change of direction 
is characterised either by 
the lower body being too 
passive or the upper half 
being too active. Either 
way, that knee gap never 
increases and the basket 
never falls.

BACKSWING 
Basket in place
Place the basket between 
your knees and apply some 
gentle inward pressure 
to hold it in position. 
Take your regular address 
position before swinging to 
the top. As the lead knee 
moves across, the basket 
remains in place.

#4 TOTAL DISTANCE
Naturally we are all looking to hit the ball 
as far as our speed potential allows; a ball 
speed of 140mph can deliver a total distance 
of around 255 yards, though the amateur 
average is more like 225. Getting closer to 
your potential involves optimising elements 

such as launch and spin, and here a clubfitting 
is essential. But in terms of pure technique, 
your power and distance will increase when 
you sequence your swing correctly – and 
that means making sure your downswing 
works from the ground up.

S E Q U E N C E 
DRIL L

BASKET DROP
This exercise delivers instant 

feedback on whether your 
lower half is active enough as 

you start the downswing.

YES Basket falls
An aggressive, lower body-
led downswing sees the lead 
knee drive forwards. While the 
trail knee follows, the gap 
between the knees increases 
and the basket drops. This 
is your goal for the drill.

IF YOU ARE 
WORKING WITH 
TOPTRACER…
If you are practising 
technique and have 
Toptracer, the best mode to 
use is My Practice. 
Here, every shot you hit is 
tracked to give a range of 
data including distance 
(carry and total), ball speed, 
launch and curvature, 
including how far offl  ine your 
shot was. The data gives you 
that vital instant feedback 
between the swing you 
made and how well it 
worked. It also assists 
long-term, allowing you to 
monitor progress and create 
an historical record for future 
sessions. You can also try 
Closest to the Pin, which 
off ers you a fun chance to 
hone launch, fl ight and carry 
while striking to a consistent 
target.
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TO P T R AC E R ’S  N I N E  P L AY  M O D E S

hat does your 
average visit to the 
driving range look 

like? If it’s anything like ours, 
you’ll head there with all the 
right intentions, but end up 
hitting your favourite club your 
favourite yardage 30 times… 

and a load of drives into a fi eld. 
It’s monotonous, boring and it 
doesn’t help your game.

But imagine how much fun – 
and useful – a range session 
would be if you could play a 
virtual course like St Andrews. 
Or access numbers like spin 
rates and carry distance. Or 
even benchmark your stats 
with each club in the bag, to 
really understand your game 
and track improvements. 

If you fi nd a Toptracer 
Range, you can access all 
those features – and more. 
Over the page, TG coach Deana 
Rushworth shows you exactly 
how you can get more from a 
range visit next year, plus 
where to fi nd the nearest 
Toptracer Range to you. 

W

Don’t waste time bashing balls into a field...
 a Toptracer Range will transform your practice 

MAKE MORE 
OF YOUR 
TIME ON 

THE RANGE

Warm-up
Analyse multiple data 
points, including ball 
speed, launch angle, 
distance and more.

Driving 
Challenge
A nine-hole game 
scoring both distance 
and accuracy. If you 
don’t hit the fairway 
or a pin is obstructed 
for the next shot, 
there is a penalty. 

Approach 
Challenge
Take aim at the fl ag 
as consistently 
close approach 
shots are the name 
of this game.

AS SEEN ON TV 
Toptracer’s ball tracking tech 

started life as ‘Protracer’, invented 
by Swede Daniel Forsgren in 2006 
to improve televised golf coverage. 
Topgolf bought the camera-based 
system in 2016 and started rolling

out its range-friendly
version in 2017.

HOW
IT WORKS

Toptracer is revolutionising 
the world’s driving ranges. 
Cameras above the hitting 
bays track every shot and 
feed data back to a screen 

and app. You can play 
games on it, play a virtual 
course with friends or just 

practise with it.
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My 
Practice
Tells you all the key 
stats – total distance, 
carry, ball speed, 
height, hang time... 
It’s all relayed to an 
app on your phone for 
future reference.

Closest 
to the Pin
Just want to work on 
your iron play or wedge 
game? Choose a real 
target, tell the screen 
which one it is and fi re 
away. It’ll tell you how 
close you got. 

Virtual 
Golf
Play on real world 
courses, using the 
targets on the range, 
including Pebble 
Beach and the Old 
Course. A great 
option for groups.

Long 
Drive
Who can hit the 
furthest? This game 
lets you settle the 
argument by turning 
the range into a 
proper long drive grid 
for up to eight players.

Points 
Game
This mode turns range 
targets into points; 
plus you can win 
bonus points for 
hitting a certain 
trajectory through 
an ‘In Air’ ring. 

Go 
Fish 
Child-friendly range 
game that can be 
played individually or 
as a team where 
players bid to capture 
24 sea creatures in a 
virtual aquarium.

FULLY
CONNECTED

Download the Toptracer Range app, 
register, scan the screen when you 

arrive and choose from six play modes. 
Then create a profi le to become part of 
a community. The app stores data from 

practice sessions, so players can 
monitor changes and fi ne-tune their 

swing over time. For users at Toptracer 
Range Mobile-enabled facilities, the 

app is also where they can access 
skill-based games.

SHOT TRACKING
The software tracks multiple balls

at once and assigns them to the right 
bay. It breaks the range down into 

triangles (like a grid) so your ball can be 
traced back to your bay by calculating 
the angle at which it enters and exits 

each triangle.
Your numbers - including distance, 

speed, launch angle, shape and
more - are recorded and displayed
on a 21-inch touchscreen monitor

and the app. 



New research fi gures revealed by The 
R&A and Sports Marketing Surveys 
(SMS) show golf has enjoyed a 

signifi cant increase in popularity worldwide 
since 2016 with over fi ve-and-a-half million 
additional golfers taking up the sport.
The number of total golfers globally has 
increased from 61 million to 66.6 million 
in a fi ve-year growth period, surpassing the 
previous high mark of 61.6 million set in 
2012. The measure includes club members 
and non-member independent golfers playing 
nine or 18 holes and users 
of driving ranges in 
markets where course 
availability is limited.
The new fi gure refl ects 
a positive trend in golf 
in which participation 
levels are now rising 
worldwide after a 
period of decline. 
This was recently 
highlighted in the 
2021 European Golf 
Participation Report, 
which highlighted 
that over 10.6 million 
golfers now enjoy 
playing full-length 
courses on the continent – a healthy increase 
from the 7.9 million last monitored in 2016.
Phil Anderton, Chief Development Offi cer 
at The R&A, said, “Golf is enjoying a real 
boom in popularity at the moment and we are 
seeing substantial increases in participation 
in many parts of the world, particularly in 
the last two years when the sport could be 
played safely outdoors during the Covid-19 
pandemic.
“The new fi gures are very encouraging but 
we need to work together as a sport to make 
the most of this opportunity by retaining 
those people who have returned to golf or 
tried it for the fi rst time. We can achieve this 
by offering a variety of attractive and fl exible 
options that encourage golfers to play more 
regularly and enjoy its many health and 
wellbeing benefi ts with family and friends.”
SMS collected participation data reported 
by national federations in different 
regions around the world, using nationally 
representative studies and expert estimates to 
calculate the global number of total golfers.
Regions experiencing the largest rises include 
Asia (20.9 million to 23.3 million); Europe 
(7.9 million to 10.6 million – driven largely 

RECORD NUMBERS NOW PLAYING GOLF WORLDWIDE

by Great Britain and Ireland 
3.6 million to 5.7 million); 
and North America (29.9 
million to 30.6 million).
The research fi gures indicate 

the growth trend began before 
Covid-19 and then accelerated during the 
pandemic as the popularity of golf grew due 
to golfers being able to socially distance in a 
safe outdoor setting and stay active to boost 
their physical and mental health.
In Great Britain, the number of adults playing 
a nine or 18-hole course began to gradually 
increase before the onset of Covid-19, rising 
from 2.5 million in 2017 to 2.8 million 

The R&A has confi rmed that The Buckinghamshire and North Berwick will host qualifying 
events for the 2022 AIG Women’s Open at Muirfi eld. 
Pre-Qualifying will be played across 18 holes at The Buckinghamshire in Denham on Monday, 

11 July. 
Final Qualifying will take place on Monday, 1 August at North Berwick, where after 18 holes 
a minimum of three golfers will earn a place in the AIG Women’s Open being played from 4-7 
August. 
The Buckinghamshire, which was designed by Ryder Cup Captain John Jacobs, is home to the 
Ladies’ European Tour and has previously hosted professional championships, including the 
Andersen Consulting World Championship of Golf won by Greg Norman in 1997 and Colin 
Montgomerie a year later. More recently it hosted Open Regional Qualifying from 2011 to 2015, the 
ISPS Handa Ladies European Masters on four occasions and two Rose Ladies Series events. 

in 2018, then to 3 million in 2019, before 
surging to 5.2 million in 2020.
Following the easing of lockdown restrictions, 
The R&A sought to carry out additional 
research into this rise in demand and how 
different types of golfers were engaging with 
the sport.
The Post Covid Opportunity Research, along 
with fi ndings from Bayfi rth Research, details 
experiences of golfers during the pandemic, 
motivations for playing and long-term plans 
for the future. Among new golfers, 98% of 
those interviewed identifi ed they are enjoying 
playing golf and 95% see themselves playing 
golf for many years to come.

“Golf is enjoying a real 
boom in popularity and 

we are seeing substantial 
increases in participation 

in many parts of the 
world, when the sport 
could be played safely 

outdoors during the 
Covid-19 pandemic.”

Phil Anderton 
Chief Development Officer 

at The R&A
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Ladies on the Link

American Gabriella Then produced 
a blistering fi nal round of 67 (-6) 
to win the Final Qualifi er at LET 

Q-School by four shots.

The 26-year-old has spent two weeks at La 
Manga Club getting to know the North and 
South Courses as she came through Pre-
Qualifying in a tie for 10th place.

The USC graduate had a consistent week in 
the Final Qualifi er with rounds of 70 (-1), 
73 (E), 68 (-3) and 71 (-2) to put herself on 
six-under-par and in a share of third place 
heading into the fi nal round on the South 
Course.  

It was a hot start for the American with three 
birdies in four holes on her front nine and she 

continued that form with three more birdies 
on the back nine to seal the victory.

“I was just taking it one shot at a time, so I 
had no idea where I stood, and I was very 
surprised,” said the 2011 PING Junior 
Solheim Cup winner.

“I had some really good moments on the 
front nine. I gave myself a lot of great birdie 
chances and was keeping it steady, and on the 
back nine when the wind picked up, I kept 
playing my shots and giving myself chances.”

Then stopped playing golf in August 2019 
after failing to make it through the fi rst stage 
of LPGA Tour Q-Series but decided to pick 
up a golf club at the start of 2021 and has 
restarted her professional career.

GABRIELLA THEN WINS LET QUALIFYING SCHOOL 

The 2022 Ladies European Tour season is set to present the greatest 
number of tournaments and prize money in the organisation’s 44-
year history. Thanks to the support of new and long-term partners, 

LET members will compete for a minimum of €24.5 million across 31 
events in 2022. The total annual purse is up €4.5m on 2021 and offers 
€13m more than in 2019.

“On the back of a strong 2021 season, which featured 23 tournaments, 
2022 is going to be a record-breaking year for the LET with the largest 
total purse and number of events in history,” said LET CEO Alexandra 
Armas. “We will be launching new events in Asia and South Africa and 
returning to various territories across Europe and further afi eld, so it’s 
looking very exciting for our international membership.

“We have never had such incredible support from partners across the 
industry and corporations who see the value in investing in the LET. Our 
players continue to set new performance standards. For example, this 
year’s Race to Costa del Sol winner, Atthaya Thitikul, reached No.18 
on the Rolex Women’s World Golf Rankings, an amazing achievement 

LET ANNOUNCES RECORD-BREAKING 2022 SCHEDULE 

which shows what is possible by playing on the LET. The victorious 
European Solheim Cup Team did women’s golf proud in Toledo, Ohio, 
winning for only the second time in the United States. We are thankful 
to all of our partners as we move into the third year of our successful 
joint-venture partnership with the LPGA.”

Having led from the start, Sweden’s Lisa 
Pettersson ended Pre-Qualifying at the 2022 
LET Q-School at the top of the standings on 

nine-under-par.
The 26-year-old produced rounds of 67 (-4), 70 
(-3), 69 (-2) and 73 (E) to fi nish one shot ahead 
of Nigeria’s Georgia Iziemgbe Oboh at La Manga 
Club.
Pettersson began her day on the South Course with 
a bogey at the second but bounced back with birdies 
on the fourth and 11th holes.
A double bogey on the 12th saw the Swede’s lead 
at the top reduce but a birdie on the last meant she 
secured the win at Pre-Qualifying.
“I didn’t really play my best today but I’m very 

happy with even par. I was a little tired and I 
just didn’t really have the same ball-striking, 
as I had the last three days,” said Pettersson.  
“I was a little bit further from the pin and 
not that many birdie chances. I played solid 
overall and saved my mistakes pretty good.”
Speaking about her birdie on the last, 
Pettersson had a chance for eagle but was 
happy to fi nish on a high.  
“I hit a pretty good drive and then I had 164m 
into the pin,” she said. “I just said let’s go a 
little further, so we clear the hazard and I had 
about a 10m putt downhill which actually 
stopped short on the lip. It was a nice tap-in 
birdie and a nice fi nish for the day.”

PETTERSSON WINS PRE-QUALIFYING 
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By Randy O. Williams

FINDING QUALITY GARMENTS AND 
THE IMPORTANCE OF FOUNDATIONS

This Smartloft 60 
Vest from Smartwool 
will be your go-to 
mid-layer as it is not 
only wind-resistant 
with its nylon shell, 
but also keep you 
warm with a Merino 
wool lining. And the 
nice feature is that it 
will help move sweat 
from your body while 
it’s still a vapor, and 
the fi ller wool will help 
insulate to keep you 
warm. Two zip hand 
pockets, one zip chest 
pocket with media 
cord outlet, and two 
internal dump pockets 
and available in 
multiple colors. 

W
ith so many golfers making 
travel plans to visit family and 
friends and take on their favorite 
Winter adventures across colder 
parts of India and abroad, it is 

time to look to trade in that old bulky parka 
and tattered wool overcoat for some high tech, 
lightweight garments that will keep you warm 
while striving to meet that golden rule of the 
road in “traveling light”. 
What experienced travel and winter apparel 
companies do well is share from what they 
have learned in the ever-changing science 
of apparel and offer products with the best 
fabrics (merino wool is a prime example 
because it is lightweight, water repellent, 
easy to layer and provides added warmth) and 
durable construction of those materials to take 
whatever weather conditions you may face 
without loading down your suitcase. And in 
these days of luggage fees, that is a cool thing 
to take advantage of.
All these brilliant technological advancements 

behind the lightweight and fashionable cold 
weather apparel is not inexpensive, but one 
should recognize that investing in quality 
garments you should have in mind that your 
outerwear is part of your equipment and should 
help you perform your best even in inclement 
weather. 
When checking out apparel, one thing to pay 
closer attention to that sets quality garments 
from others is how well seams are constructed 
and quality of craftsmanship on how the 
materials are assembled overall. This includes 
taped seams as this allows for waterproof 
features. And remember that windproof liners 
are available in both coats and sweaters to keep 
you warmer. Jackets with removable linings 
that can be zipped in and out are popular 
with their fl exibility adapting to the weather 
conditions including temperature.
Because losing temperature particularly in 
your core and feet is especially dangerous, it 
is imperative to have an understanding of what 
to look for and what is trending regarding those 

foundations, particularly for cold and rapidly-
changing weather conditions.
The idea with a base layer is that it never comes 
off….it truly is the base. From there, you build 
up for warmth or rain or both. With technology 
today, waterproof breathability and heat 
retention is key. The fi ne art of layering starts 
with a close to skin layer that retains body heat 
while wicking away sweat.
You want to make sure everything from the 
base layer to the mid layer to the outer shell 
all function together, both alone and linked as 
a unit to maximize comfort and performance.
One essential “must-have” feature for base 
layering is moisture wicking.
“Base layers are, quite literally, the foundation 
of your apparel setup and ability to stay warm 
in cold climates. More specifi cally, base layers 
help to keep us dry. They are designed to pull 
moisture away from the body – if we’re wet, 
we’re susceptible to being cold,” explained 
Mark Hubner, Senior Vice President, Brand 

1

With a global reputation for top-of-the-line cold weather 
gear, perhaps Baffi n’s best product is what’s next to you 
skin. This base layer top is anti-microbial, and features 
high-wicking materials and body map form-fi tting with fl ex 
zones for support, breathability and performance.

COLD WEATHER FASHIONS 

Feature
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Feature

and Strategy at Baffi n, a leading winter gear 
company in Canada. “Most often this may 
occur from higher levels of activity in cold 
climates, as our body produces sweat to cool 
us down when we warm up. This temperature 
regulation can be a diffi cult balance to strike, so 
pulling the moisture a way is key!”
Another important consideration for base layer 
tops and bottoms is sizing.
“Form-fi tting is key,” states Hubner. “In order 
for a base layer to best wick moisture away from 
the skin, it needs to be next-to-skin with the 

maximum amount of surface area contact, and 
fi tting snug. A material with elastic properties, 
such as lycra, will help to follow the shape of 
your body and stretch with you as you move.”
Speaking of fi tting, nothing can ruin Winter fun 
quicker than if your feet are hurting, even if 
you’re using some shoes just for getting around 
the lodge or traveling. 
Samuel Hubbard Shoes has a global reputation 
for producing top-of-the-line footwear. One of 
their best is The Winter Boot. 
“There are many approaches to solving the 

problem of comfortable, secure winter shoes. 
There are of course muck lucks made of 
rubber but they get pretty hot if you are not out 
snowboarding. There are many shoes coming 
in from Asia that are made with waterproof 
booties installed in essentially cheap suede 
and fabric uppers,” noted Hubbard CEO 
Bruce Katz, who addresses how his company 
approaches the problem particularly lined 
shoes.
“I cannot speak to what the whole industry 
is doing. It seems mostly that true shearling 
is being replaced by fabrics that look like 

Baffi n’s Inferno Base Bottom 
is lightweight, breathable yet 
warm. Suitable for a wide range of 
activities and temperatures, it offers 
fast, high-wicking fabrics to keep 
you dry.

3

Talk about being covered. Wantdo’s Waterproof 
3-in-1 Ski Jacket Warm Winter Coat 
Windproof Snowboarding Jacket with 
Detachable Puffer Coat pretty much has you 
taken care of for any of your outdoor endeavors. 
Made with a 5000mm waterproof coated 
exterior, this skiing jacket for men protects 
against any weather, dirt, sweat, and grease. It 
is tailored with zip-secured pockets for keeping 
your hands warm and storing essentials like 
phones, cards, and passports. It features a 
detachable hood with an adjustable drawstring, 
elastic cuffs, and high-quality zipper seals 
warmth while keeping you secured from ice-cold 
gusts of wind. Essentially, this waterproof ski, 
snowboarding jacket is your reliable companion 
for cold winter.

5

Samuel Hubbard’s Winter’s Day 
Boots, handcrafted in Portugal, are 
versatile in appearance and feel. 
At once there’s the sensation of 
wearing your favorite slippers and yet 
with great technical detail, performs 
like an all-weather boot while also 
looking like they’re a part of your 
business footwear. Waterproof with 
full grain leather upper and highest-
grade shearling lining, you’ll ¬really 
understand why sheep never ever 
seem to get the chills.

6

Classic in every way, shape 
and form, the V-Neck sweater 
is unsurprisingly a big seller at 
Romeo Merino. Besides being 
offered in a multitude of colors, its 
features  include: 100 % merino 
wool, temperature regulating, ultra-
soft feel, UV sun protection, odor 
resistant and is wrinkle and pilling 
resistant
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shearling. If done well it can look nice and does 
wear well. The shearling we use is a luxurious 
grade that frankly is rarely put into shoes. It 
is generally used to make shearling coats. I 
found this material at a leather show in Milan 
and it was just so lovely to the touch that I felt 
compelled to make a few shoes with it, “Katz 
revealed.
“What we do is mate it up to very expensive 
waterproof leather from Pittard in England 
and a sole made in Italy by Davos which was 
the originator of the sole designed to walk 
securely on icy surfaces and snow. Then to 

make the shoe truly weatherproof, we built in 
a breathable waterproof membrane that assures 
that your feet stay dry while allow the natural 
perspiration to wick out of the shoe.”
There’s that word again – wicking.
In essence, today’s leading apparel and 
footwear manufacturers are designing cold 
weather apparel to provide the consumer with a 
‘subconscious confi dence’ if you will, keeping 
away all those distractions. 
Said Baffi n’s Hubner: “I would quote explorer 
and guide book author Alfred Wainwright, 

7

The Short-Sleeve Merino 150 Base 
Layer from Smartwool is just that 
- smart. 

With side seams that wrap to front for 
body-enhancing fi t, the Flatlock seam 
construction is designed to minimize 
chafi ng. Combining their lightest weight 
Merino jersey fabric which uses a nylon 
core to increase durability while still 
keeping 100% Merino wool next to the 
skin, this short-sleeved beauty also acts 
as a versatile performance layer for 
warmer conditions.

8

The Cable Knit Beanie Hat from 
Romeo Merino is 100% merino wool. 
The classic design features hand-
linked seams and is temperature 
regulating.

9

Another manufacturer with a 
strong reputation for quality 
inclement weather apparel 
is KJUS. Their Baselayer 
Turtleneck will service you 
through different seasons. 
With no top shoulder seam 
nor underarm seams it allows 
you to optimize your wearing 
comfort and performance. 

In essence, 
today’s leading 

apparel and footwear 
manufacturers are designing 

cold weather apparel to 
provide the consumer with a 
‘subconscious confi dence’ if 

you will, keeping away all 
those distractions. 

Available in assorted colors, these 
Cobalt sunglasses from Bolle will be your 
go-to pair from the mountain to the sea. 
Good for your winter sport activities, but 
also fi shing, cycling and golfi ng as well. 
Phantom is Bollé’s fi rst photochromic lens 
with phenomenal optical clarity. It adapts 
to any light condition, ensuring precise 
visual acuity whatever the weather. The 
Cobalt also features thermoplastic rubber 
which is specifi cally engineered to grip 
even more when in contact with water 
and sweat. Inserted at strategic touch 
points of the frames such as the temples 
or the nosepiece, it ensures a perfect fi t 
no matter the intensity of your activity.

10
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‘there’s no such thing as bad weather, only 
unsuitable clothing.”
So keep an eye out for apparel that is multi-
functional, comfortable clothes you can use not 
only for travel, but also as part of your leisure 
as well as active lifestyle after you have arrived 
at your destination. 
Finally, in addition to having quality base layer 
and footwear products as part of your wardrobe, 
make sure your winter wear shopping also 
includes fi nding quality hats, scarves and 
gloves since that is where we tend to lose heat 
quickly when it is coldest. 

Feature
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https://www.bolle.com/us/sunglasses/sport/mountain-ski-sunglasses/cobalt-1233.html


C
ompliments of the season 
to all! As we roll into 2022, 
there was much to look back 
on about the year gone by. 
Golf hasn’t been untouched 

– events have been cancelled, crowds 
reduced, tourism has been hit and, as in 
other industries, equipment has been in 
short supply.

But, despite these issues, 2021 can be 
viewed as an exciting and positive year for 
golf. Figures show participation numbers 
worldwide look extremely healthy as 
people return to and take up golf as the 
pandemic runs its course.

All the cancelled events from 2020, The 
Open, Olympics, Ryder Cup along with 
the Solheim, Curtis & Walker Cups made 
it a power packed year of events producing 
captivating stories. The Majors have been 

The DGC Open will be a game changer 
for professional golf in the country and 
can kick start a good run of events for our 
boys who have been starved of competitive 
golf. It has been a couple of years that one 
of our own has registered an international 
win, though Gaganjeet Bhullar got close 
in Qatar. This year should be the re-start 
of the momentum that was building up in 
2018-19.

Without doubt, the girls have made more 
headlines with some brilliant performances 
either side of the pond. Aditi Ashok 
managed to grab the attention of the entire 
nation and the country woke up early 
on the fi rst Saturday of August to watch 
the game we love. The impact has been 

seen all across the board. 
Despite a modest year in 
Europe, she really stepped 
it up in America with a 
career best three top tens. 
The confi dence from the 
Tokyo outing clearly shone 
through with two top tens 
in her fi nal four events of 
the season.

Tvesa Malik was 
another one who had a 
breakthrough season with 
a top 20 fi nish on the 
Order of Merit. Since I’m 
personally invested in her 

career, one got a fi rst hand insight into what 
all the professionals went through week-
on-week in this torrid pandemic. Tests, 
quarantines, bubble-life all takes a toll and 
it a credit to all to have endured it for their 
love and passion for the game.

incredible in both the men’s and women’s 
games, the Olympics delivered great 
competition played in the best possible spirit 
and the year’s pro team events provided 
compelling entertainment, whichever side 
you were supporting. In adversity, golf has 
shown its mettle.

Even though we seriously missed the Asian 
Tour all the way through the pandemic, 
there is great news now with the Tour 
making a come back with two Phuket 
events and at least six scheduled in the new 
year. The Tour also makes a much-vaunted 
return to Delhi Golf Club! Hopefully, the 
Hero Indian Opens will make a comeback 
this year after being scratched for the past 
two years. I can scarcely believe that almost 
two years have fl own by with 
us being in the pandemic – 
time has just fl own.

FROM MY DIARY… By Brandon de Souza

JANUARY 2022

Brandon de Souza is the President of Golf Industry 
Association. He is the Chairman & Managing 
Director of Tiger Sports Marketing & Brandon de 
Souza Management Services. He advises brands 

on using golf as a platform.
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changer for 
professional golf 

in the country 
and can kick start 

a good run of 
events for our 
boys who have 
been starved of 

competitive golf. 
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By Digraj Singh

In the brief and beautifully articulated 
talk, available on you tube, Shubham 
shared his journey from his Village in 

Haryana to becoming a World Junior Champion. 
And this article, and message, is not about the 
talk, but the fact that during the talk, he thanked 
the Golf Foundation and his coach. With deep 
respect and gratitude. And I think both Amit 
Luthra, the founder of the Golf Foundation 
and his Coach Nonita Lal Qureshi deserves 
every bit of that acknowledgement. They have 
contributed towards the growth of these kids 
and bringing pride to our country.
Any talent needs some support and like 
Shubham, the support received by several 
talented individuals helped them achieve their 
best. There are countless such individuals in 
our ecosystem, some well acknowledged, and 
some not, who have helped others. They all 
deserve to be identifi ed and thanked for their 
efforts in helping others grow because in the 
process they have contributed towards the 
improvement of the ecosystem and growth in 
the community. And I thought I would take 
the liberty of sharing some unacknowledged 
names that I am aware of. 
In Mumbai there is a lady, Pushpa Bhatia, who 
for many years, perhaps decades, ran two junior 

events at the Willingdon Sports Club. In those 
days it was perhaps the only Junior’s event in 
Mumbai, when all the local juniors in Mumbai 
got together and competed in a very warm and 
welcoming environment. She nurtured each 
one of us and made the event special. And we 
all looked forward to it. And while all juniors 
benefi ted from her love and support, I was 
fortunate to get a lot of it from her. And then 
from two other individuals in Mumbai during 
my formative years. Mr. Rajkumar Pitamber, a 
three times National Champion would happily 
come and watch me hit some balls and offered 
advice when asked and then later Mr. Sangram 
Sinh Gaekwad, who supported me totally 
during my golfi ng days. Their love, affection 
and support were huge motivators and I know 
how much I benefi ted and developed as a player, 
and individual, thanks to them. 
In Mumbai, a Junior Programme was initiated 
by the current President of the club, Mr. 
Kuldeep Sandhu, who was then a committee 
member, with Mr. Ashish Chemburkar, the 
Captain of BPGC then providing invaluable 
encouragement to the kids. And especially to 
kids from underprivileged backgrounds who 
were included into the programme. This has 
been sustained and supported by successive 
committees and this mention is to thank them 
all because they did so in the face of unexpected 
opposition and one day, Indian golf will thank 
them for it.  
Not many people know that young players like 
Rashid Khan, part of the junior programme 
at Delhi Golf Club, were guided by the ladies 
committee of the Delhi Golf Club (DGC) on 
developing soft skills that were required when 
they would go out and play tournaments. These 
ladies helped several other players too and have 
contributed in their own way towards helping 
our talented kids present themselves to the 

World with dignity and pride. And I really want 
to thank whoever took the call to give Ali Sher 
an honorary membership to the DGC when he 
won the Indian Open in 1991. Ali Sher’s win was 
monumental in that he gave belief to all Indian 
professional golfers that if he could, so could 
they. Very similar to the belief which the Indian 
Cricket team gave to all sportsmen and Indians 
with the 1983 World Cup Win. And honoring 
Ali Sher with the membership was huge 
acknowledgement and inspiration for several 
other players. A caddy from DGC becoming a 
member of DGC is the stuff fairytales are made 
of, but someone had the courage of conviction 
to take that call. Thank you. 
There are several other individuals and 
organizations in Indian Golf who have 
contributed hugely toward development of the 
sport through their efforts to support others and I 
am going to make a brief mention of a few more 
names. Dilip Thomas - for his support to several 
players during their formative years; Chetan 
Meda who made a great example of what the 
right environment can do for developing players 
and supported both players and coaches to do 
so; Tarun Sardesai - with his bold decision to set 
up a comprehensive golf education ecosystem; 
a body like the Petroleum Sports Promotion 
Board (PSPB) - for how they sustain our 
talented golfers etc.  
Actually, this list can get longer, and longer, 
and I will still not be able to do justice to 
everyone who has done good selfl ess work 
for Indian golf by supporting others. But my 
basic objective was to state that there are 
several people who do their bit and help others 
quietly and we need to acknowledge them, 
honor them, and hopefully this will inspire 
many more to do so. Actually, they don’t need 
the inspiration; they do it for what they have 
within themselves. Thank you all.

FOR WHAT YOU DO...
Thank you
Feature

The kids in the Junior Golf Development Programme at the BPGC are regularly shown videos of top players and 
other motivational videos to suggest that if you put your mind to it, a lot can be achieved. And aligned to that, 
I showed them a video of our own local prodigy Shubham Jaglan giving a short inspiring “Josh Talk”. 

Any talent needs some 
support and like Shubham, 
the support received by 
several talented individuals 
helped them achieve their 
best. There are countless 
such individuals in our 
ecosystem, some well 
acknowledged, and some not, 
who have helped others.



14TH ARMY OPEN LADIES AMATEUR GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP 2021

he Army Golf Course New Delhi 
witnessed rhapsodic participation by 
more than 90 golfers participating from 

17 clubs. Lady golfers from NCR, Chandigarh, 
Patiala, Jalandhar, Pune, Bhubaneswar and 
also Kalimpong participated. 
The team AEPTA under the leadership of 
Lady Captain Sunita Kattarya displayed 
an incredible spirit of sportsmanship and 
hospitality and conducted this three-day event 
fl awlessly. The Patron Mrs Anupama Singh, 
who initiated the ladies Section and has 
always led from the front lent her full support 
in making the event a big success and also 
participated in the tournament. 
Secretary-General Women Golf Association of 
India, Champika Sayal who has dedicated her 
life to golf and is a force behind spreading this 
sport among Indian women also participated 
in the tournament and was a motivation for 
many young golfers. Neelam Pratap Rudy is 
a keen golfer herself who also participated 
in the tournament and graced the occasion 
with her presence has been constantly and 
consistently supporting all golfi ng activities 
at AEPTA. 

The enthusiasm and the fervor were 
unmatched through the different age groups 
starting from 12 years to 75 years. Ten junior 
girls participated as well. 
The tournament was played in four divisions 
from Handicap 0-30. The three-day event was 
a beautiful blend of excitement and activities. 
The practice round followed by the rules 
clinic on the 13th of Dec also worked as an 
ice-breaking session and a warm beginning. 
Keeping the recent tragedy that shook not 
only the defense fraternity but also the entire 
nation, the event had to be toned down. The 
ceremonial Tee off was not conducted as a 
mark of respect to the precious lives lost. 
All the guest participants were extremely 
cooperative and understanding and nothing 
could dampen the spirit of the game which 
was played with great passion and utmost 
sincerity. 
The 14th Army Open Ladies Amateur Golf 
championship prize distribution ceremony 
took place on the 15th Dec 2021. Fourteen-
year-old Kashika Misra was the championship 
winner. Other winners in different divisions 
were Pauline, Sunita Kattarya, Amegya, Ritu 

Narain, Veera, Raja Dhillon, Swetha Singh, 
Rekha, Madhu Singh and Sharanya. 
The event concluded with a great sense of 
pride, success and achievement.
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he golf tournament presented by 
GolfPlus Monthly, was a major 
golf event held in Panchkula. The 

tournament saw golf enthusiasts competing 
for the trophy at the Panchkula Golf 
Course. The event was played with all 
Covid and safety protocols prescribed by 
the government of India and Government 

of Haryana followed strictly.  The weather 
was amazing for a perfect golfi ng day in the 
beautiful city. The tournament was played 
on Stroke Play format over 18 holes on 
gross basis.
The event was supported by TATA Housing, 
PNB Housing, Ballentines, Kingfi sher and 
the Panchkula Golf Course.

NATIONAL INTER CLUB 
GOLF TROPHY DATE:

12TH DECEMBER, 2021 

VENUE:  
PANCHKULA GOLF CLUB
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Winner Closest to the Pin  A K Jindal
Winner Straightest Drive  Gaurav Banial
Winner Ballentine Longest Drive  Deepak Luthra
Winner Ladies  Tripti Kaur
Runner up Seniors (65+ years)  O P Narang 
Winner Seniors (65+ years)  IPS Anand
Winner Expat  Jam Yamanshi
Runner Up 10-18 Handicap  Rajesh Kumar
Winner 10-18 Handicap  A.P Singh
Runner up 19-24 Handicap  Sunil Katyal
Winner 19-24 Handicap  Ashish Sindhi 
Runner up 1-19 Handicap  Vivek Sharma
Winner 1-19 Handicap  Col. G.C Sharma 

RESULTS
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GO GOLF -RYDER CUP

he “Ryder Cup” incidentally the 
ultimate tournament of the year as 
part of the Skoda Stellar- Go Golf 
event calendar 2021 went on to a 

nail biting fi nish. 32 Golfers with 16 golfers 

were part of each team i.e Red & Blue played 
over the weekend to win the Coveted Ryder 
Cup. 

Team Red went on to win 14 out of the 24 
matches played. Team Red was led by Mr. 

Ravi Shah defeating Team Blue that was led 
by Mr. Avtar Singh Panesar. 

Prize distribution for the entire year will be 
held in the coming few weeks along with the 
launch of the Go Golf event calendar 2022.

GO GOLF STABLEFORD TOURNAMENT 
he Skoda Stellar-Go Golf - Stableford 
tournament was held on 4th & 5th of 
December, 2021. The tournament saw 
almost 40 Golfers vying for the title. 

In the Low Handicap category the Winner was Mr. 
Ravi Shah with a Gross Score of 78 and 38 Points 
while the Runner Up was Mr. Snehal Kulshreshtha 
with a Gross Score of 83 and 31 Points. 

In the Mid Handicap category the Winner was Mr. 
Vihar Patel with a Gross Score of 92 and 38 Points 
while the Runner Up was Mr. Nirav Soni with a 
Gross Score of 86 and 36 Points. 

GO GOLF STROKE PLAY TOURNAMENT
he Skoda Stellar-Go Golf Stroke Play 
tournament was held on 18th & 19th of 
December, 2021. This tournament had 35 
Golfers participating for the title. 

The Winner in Category 1 (Handicap 0 -16) was 
Mr. Nirav Prajapati with a Gross Score of 97 and 
Net of 82, while the Runner Up was Mr. Yash Shah 
with a Gross Score of 89 and Net of 83.

The Winner in Category 2 (Handicap 17-32) was 
Mr. Yasumura with a Gross Score of 87 and 69 Net, 
while the Runner up was Mr. Binay Kumar Sinha 
with a Gross Score of 89 and 71 Net. 

Team Red Winners Ryder Cup Team potrait

Vihar Patel Ravi Shah

Yasumura Nirav Prajapati

SKODA STELLAR- GO GOLF EVENT CALENDAR 2021 



The Maitri Golf Festival was held 
on Saturday, 10th December 2021, 
at the Qutab Golf Course and saw 

participation of various supporters and 
well-wishers of Maitri.
The event started for a generous cause 
of supporting the widows of Vrindavan, 
was a great success and received an 
overwhelming response. Hon’ble Minister 
Shri Arjun Munda started the morning 
with a ceremonial tee off which was 
followed by a sumptuous lunch and prize 
distribution ceremony. 

MAITRI GOLF FESTIVAL

THE TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP 

TEAM RUNNER’s UP
52 Nett, 18 under par 
1. Vishal Bakshi 
2. Ateet Gaur
3. Biswajit Pandey
4. Akash Kakkar

TEAM WINNERS 
47 Nett, 23 under par  

1. Aditya Agarwal 
2. Aditya Anand
3. Rahul Jain
4. Vridula Agarwal

RESULTS

OVERALL SKILLS PRIZES
Longest Drive Winner
Arjun Malik 

Straightest Drive Winner
Vishal Bakshi 

Closest to the Pin Winner
Capt. Kishore Thakur 

GOLF FOR A CAUSE

Club News
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Harmeet Sahney and Ajay Chauhan win the 
Mumbai edition of The Golf Foundation 
9th Invitational Fund Raiser Tournament. 

Combining tremendously and playing to their 
strengths, the team of Harmeet Sahney and 
Ajay Chauhan won The Golf Foundation 9th 
Invitational Fund Raiser Tournament played 
at the Willingdon Sports Club, Mumbai with 
a score of Net 50. The pair of Vikram Sud and 
Sunil Shirole fi nished Runners Up with a score 
of Net 54. 
The bi-annual fundraiser is held to lend support 
to a cause which is helping produce Golf 
Champions from India on a consistent basis, 
especially players from underprivileged and 
marginalised backgrounds.  And the two-person 
team scramble format of the event resulted in 
some good fun and yet competitive golf with 
the golfers getting the opportunity to play 
aggressively.  
The tournament was inaugurated by customary 
4 player “inaugural tee shots” by Founder 
&President of the Golf Foundation - Amit 
Luthra, Captain Willingdon Sports Club Akshay 
Kilachand, India No 2 Amateur and Golf 
Foundation protégé Yuvraj Singh and former 
Indian Test cricketer Ajit Agarkar.   
The Tournament saw several innovations woven 
into the experience for all the participants. 
Besides the skills contests and innovative 
activities on course, talented Golf foundation 
protégé Yuvraj, who has recently won two 
back to back National Amateur tournaments, 
displayed his driving prowess.  
The Prize Distribution was an innovative event 
during which Yuvraj Singh had a face-off 
with Guest of Honour, Paralympian Devendra 
Jhajharia. Devendra proved he is still the boss 
when his javelin throw fi nished closer to the 

target as compared to Yuvraj’s pitch shot. 
In the putt off between Chief Guest Yash Birla, 
Guests of Honour, Paralympian Dr Deepa Malik 
and Miss Diva Supranational Ritika Khatnani, 
the contest was declared halved with each of 
them doing very well for the fi rst time that they 
putted. 
Illusionist Mangesh Desai regaled the gathering 
before the Prize Distribution conducted 
fl awlessly by Charu Sharma and during which 
all the dignitaries named above gave various 
prizes to the contestants. 
Conferred the prestigious “Rashtriya Khel 
Protshan Puruskar” (highest Award for sports 
promotion in India) by the Honorable President 
of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind in 2017, The 
Golf Foundation’s efforts in this event were 
supported ably by sponsors and organizations 
Willingdon Sports Club, Ministry of Youth 
Affairs and Sports, Grant Thornton, DLF, 
ONGC, GAIL, BPCL, IOCL, PGTI (Supported 
by), IGU (Affi liated), SRF, STL Fastners, 
Avendus, Hughes, T&T MOTORS, Times 
Network (Media Partner), Holtec, Navnit 
Motors, Dhani Pharmacy, SKS Capital & 
Research Pvt Ltd, Edelweiss Custodial Services 
Ltd., ITC Hotels, EXL, Golf Plus (Print Media 
Partner), Sonata Software, Athletic Drive, Spark 
Advertising, Cream Centre, Farmers Pride, 
Decathlon, Group L, Whisky Samba, Carlsberg, 
Seapro, HONMA, Truefi tt & Hill, Coca Cola, 
Havells, Dev Bhattacharya. The Tournament 
was managed by Digraj Golf Inc.
The Next leg of The Golf Foundation fund 
raisers will be held in Delhi and Bangalore in 
the early part of 2022. The TGF Talent hunt 
program will also begin early next year and will 
be held Pan India at various golf courses.

RESULTS AT A GLANCE:

ON COURSE OVERALL SKILLS PRIZES
 
ITC Closest to the Pin on Hole # 6
Winner:   R Ramakrishnan   11’5”
 
Honma ‘Longest Drive’ on Hole # 17
Winner: Akshay Kilachand
 
MAIN TOURNAMENT PRIZES 

2nd Runner Up Team – Net 55 
Anand Gandhi, Mandaar Saddi
 
Runner Up Team – Net 54 
Vikram Sud,  Sunil Shirole
 
Winning Team – Net 50
Harmeet Sahney  & Ajay Chauhan



team of Minal Sandu and Virajeet Sandu were 
awarded the runner up title. 
The title sponsors of the tournament were 
Incredible India - Ministry of Tourism in their 
effort to promote Domestic Golf Tourism. The 
event was also supported by Price Bridge a SEBI 
registered Investment advisors and and Cordelia 
Cruises. The event was jointly organized by My 
Golf Tours and Protouch Sports.

National Parent Child Team Tournament is the 
brainchild of Mr. Arun Iyer – MD, My Golf Tours 
and Mr. Indrajit Bhalotia – Professional Golfer, 
Protouch Sports. The event was conceptualized 
with the idea of a Parent & Child teaming up 
and spending more time together on the course 
bonding over a sport.
The tournament fi nished on Friday 12th 
November 2021 in an overcast condition in 
Poona Golf Course, golfers of all ages embraced 
an exclusive chance for quality time together with 
their family members.
There were four prize divisions namely, Father-
Son, Mother-Daughter, Mixed and Individual 
Stableford. In each of the sections, intense 
competition was always on the cards since it was 
not just quality family time the organizers had 
for offering, there were beautiful trophies and 
goodies too up for grabs.
In teams section, the game was played in stroke 
play format with teams net score being the 
yardstick for selecting out the winners. In father 
son division, it was the team of Kabir Roy and 
Saurabh Roy who got the better of the rest with 
net score of 58. Rajiv M Pusalkar and Aditya 

NATIONAL PARENT 
CHILD GOLF 
TOURNAMENT 2021

The fi fth series of the tournament took 
place at Classic Golf and Country Club, 
Gurugram on 7th December 2021. ‘Golf 

& Golfers’ is a growing & closely knitted golf 
community with a diverse audience where one 
can share knowledge, experience, achievements 
of juniors, education and resources etc. Highlight 
of the day was Vaani Kapoor ‘Pro Golfer’ who 
happened to be playing a round of golf at same 
course and happily agreed to felicitate the 
budding golfers with trophies and medals. 

GREEN EAGLE TOUR 
TOURNAMENT

Rajiv Pusalkar carded 61 in Nett to come out as 
the runner up. In Mother-Daughter section, the 
duo of Prerna Badhe and Suvarna Badhe lifted the 
winners’ prize after shooting 75 in Nett.
In mixed section, following Fridays round, there 
were three teams tied at the top. But after using 
countback as the mean of breaking the tie, Father 
Daughter duo Deepak Sood and Ketaki Sood 
were declared winner while the Mother – Son 

Boys:  

Cat A  1 Kabir S. Ahuja 2 Parth Choudhary
Cat B  1 Anshul Bhati 2 Ikvir Bhasin 3 Aaron Sengar
Cat C 1 Trish Kalkal 2 Ayush Baisoya 3 KP Sushir Kumar
Cat D 1 Aryan Sharma  2 Tanveer Yadav 3 Yajas Mehrotra
Cat E  1 Samar Baijal 2 Siddhant Sharma 3 Aayush Kataria

Girls: 
Cat B  1 Sarah Solanki 
Cat C 1 Anee Goyal  2 Ahana Kashyap 3 Vanshika Bhati
Cat D 1 Shubikaa Sachdeva 2 Aashima Chachra 
Cat E 1 Annika Chendira 2 Abner Sengar 3 Mayra Baijal 

RESULTS

Club News
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hailand is the perfect holiday offering 
something for everyone of diverse 
interest, every age and every budget. 
It offers pristine sandy beaches to 
lush jungles, bustling busy cities to 
traditional villages, mouth-watering 
cuisines, historic Buddhist, Thailand is 

truly amazing!
Amazing Thailand also has Amazing Golf 

facilities. Ideally, located more than 250 golf 
courses throughout the country, by the sea, by 
the mountains, by the lakes, inside the cities even 
besides the airports. Top quality courses, reasonable 
green fees, friendly caddies. From the beach resorts 
in the south such as Phuket to the mountainous 
surroundings in the north or the bustling cities of 
Bangkok and Pattaya, there are golf courses to suit 
every preference.

To promote the Amazing Golf Experience, 
SLW, the leading Golf Management company had 
launched the fi rst ever loyalty program for a country 
in 2017. ‘Thai Golf Passport was launched in India 
to offer Indian golfers a seamless golf experience 
in Thailand. Indian golfers can be a part of this 
Amazing reward programs whenever they tee off 
in Amazing Thailand’ said Mr. Anil Dev, Managing 

Director, SLW.’ More than 250 quality service 
providers like Callaway and a number of Golf 
Courses, Resorts and hotels are already on board 
as partners. While travel business took a hit due 
to Covid19, we are gearing up to make Thailand 
the destination of choice when travel resumes’ he 
added.

Khun Vachirachai Sirisumpan, Director, Tourism 
Authority of Thailand (TAT) New Delhi Offi ce 
commenting that “Golf is one of the important 
segments which we focus on and continue to 
promote Thailand as Indian Golfer’s favourite 
destination. In fact, destination diversity and vast 
choices of golf courses throughout the country are 
key factors attracting the large numbers of visitors 
coming to play golf in Thailand. I am happy to 
work closely with SLW to launch “Thai Golf Pass” 
– Season 5 and would be more excited to see all 
golfers joining the programme. I would like to take 
this opportunity and look forward to welcoming 
all Indian golfers to have fi rst tee off in Amazing 
Thailand once the situation improves.

Commenting on the initiative, Mr. Chitranjan 
Bakhshi, Business Head, SLW Golf Holidays, 
said ‘Thailand is the most popular destination got 
golfers from India. The Thai Golf Pass, which is 

THAI GOLF PASS LAUNCHES 5TH SEASON 
OF ITS  LOYALTY PROGRAMME FOR GOLFING IN THAILAND

supported by TAT, is a brilliant scheme to reward 
the keen golfers to experience this destination! 

During the special address, Rtn Parag Sheth, 
Founder, South Asian Fellowship of Golfi ng 
Rotarians said “SAFGR will be the biggest Golfers 
Club in South Asia Our members are avid travelers 
who travel all over the world for Golf. We regularly 
organize golf events for our members. SAFGR 
is also organising the world’s largest virtual golf 
tournament where 5000 participants are expected for 
eradication of Polio. Thailand is a great destination 
for them too- discover beaches, shopping, food that 
add to a great holiday. SAFGR has already planned 
to make Thailand an Annual golfi ng destination. We 
had planned a Golf Retreat in 2021 but could not go 
due to Covid Pandemic. The event is now planned 
to be held in Pattaya in March 2022 and hope this to 
be an annual feature.”

“Our association welcomes this move which 
is a program unique to India. While hotels and 
airlines have loyalty programs is a fi rst of its kind 
where a Country has created such a program. We 
support all golf tourism initiatives and are sure 
that this will really encourage golf travel,” added 
Mr. Rajan Sehgal, President Indian Golf Travel 
Association(IGTA).



https://www.golfplusmonthly.com/
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ABHIJIT SINGH CHADHA CRUISES TO COMFORTABLE SIX-SHOT WIN
AT PUNE OPEN GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP 2021, ROOKIE KARTIK SHARMA POSTS A CAREER-BEST SECOND PLACE

Content Editor: Nikhil Kalaan, Media Manager, PGTI

handigarh’s Abhijit Singh Chadha 
cruised to a comfortable six-shot win 
after shooting a solid last round of 

four-under 66, his third consecutive bogey-
free round, at the Rs. 40 lakh Pune Open Golf 
Championship 2021 played at the Poona Club 
Golf Course.

Thirty-year-old Abhijit Singh Chadha (63-
65-64-66), leading by one shot at the end of 
round three, sank four birdies in round four, 
to end up with an impressive winning total of 
21-under 258.

Chadha negotiated the tough conditions to 
perfection through the week as he went error-
free for 71 holes after his bogey on the fi rst 
hole in round one. Abhijit thus lifted his third 

title which also accounted for his fi rst win in 
six years. He took home a prize money cheque 
worth Rs. 6,46,600.

Rookie Kartik Sharma (66-60-67-71) of 
Gurugram, who was placed second, one shot 
off the lead, after round three, returned a one-
over 71 on the fi nal day to fi nish second at 
15-under 264. Kartik’s round featured a birdie 
and two bogeys as the putts didn’t roll in for 
him. Nonetheless, it was a career-best fi nish 
for the left-hander and also his fi fth top-10 of 
the season.

Abhijit Singh Chadha, a silver medalist 
from the 2010 Asian Games, dominated the 
proceedings from the outset in round four 
as he began pulling away from the rest of 
the fi eld early on. After nearest challenger 
Kartik dropped bogeys on the second and 

third, Abhijit further capitalized with birdie 
conversions on the fi fth and sixth to stretch 
his lead to a massive fi ve shots.

Thereafter, Kartik could not convert his 
opportunities on the greens and Abhijit 
maintained his lead before further extending 
it with birdies on the 16th and 17th. Chadha 
fi nally emerged triumphant by six shots after 
Sharma picked up a birdie on the 18th hole.

Abhijit said, “I’m very proud of my effort 
as I handled myself really well the whole 
week especially with the conditions not being 
favourable.

“When I holed that fi nal putt, it was a feeling 
of relief and also validation of all the hard 
work that I’ve done and the inputs that I’ve 
got coming from everywhere. It’s great to see 
everything coming together.”

Abhijit Singh Chadha receives the winning cheque and trophy from Mr. Lalit Chinchankar, Captain, Poona 
Club Golf Course (2nd from left), Mr. George Bennet Kuruvilla, General Manager, The Westin Pune (extreme 
left) and Mr. Uttam Singh Mundy, CEO, PGTI (2nd from right). Mr. Sampath Chari, Tournament Director, 
PGTI (extreme right), is also seen in the picture.

Abhijit Singh Chadha - Winner

Kartik Sharma - Runner-up

https://www.pgtofindia.com/
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Indian star Gaganjeet Bhullar won the 
‘Putting Competition for the Legends’ 
brought to you by Metaldyne Industries 

Limited which took place on December 15, 
2021, at the newly-laid putting green of the 
JRD TATA Sports Complex in Jamshedpur. 
The exciting event was a curtain-raiser to the 
TATA Steel Tour Championship 2021.

Gaganjeet Bhullar won the event with 
a score of two-under. Chikkarangappa S 
fi nished second while Karandeep Kochhar 
took third place. Chikka defeated Kochhar 
in the playoff for second place after both 

as the top six players from the PGTI Order 
of Merit, namely Karandeep Kochhar, 
Chikkarangappa S, Olympian Udayan Mane, 
Yuvraj Singh Sandhu, Khalin Joshi and Viraj 
Madappa.

The 10 players fi rst squared off in fi ve 
match play eliminator contests. The fi ve 
players who won their match play encounters 
- Gaganjeet Bhullar, Shubhankar Sharma, 
Chikkarangappa, Karandeep Kochhar, Udayan 
Mane - then took part in a stroke play contest 
to decide the winner. The fi ve players who lost 
in the match play were eliminated.

players had the same score of one-under.

The 10 leading Indian professionals 
participating in the TATA Steel Tour 
Championship 2021 also took part in the 
Putting Competition. The 10 contestants 
included some of the biggest names in Indian 
golf such as nine-time Asian Tour winner and 
defending champion Gaganjeet Bhullar, four-
time European Tour winner and Olympian 
SSP Chawrasia, two-time European Tour 
winner Shubhankar Sharma (playing in 
Jamshedpur after six years), eight-time 
Asian Tour winner Jyoti Randhawa as well 

GAGANJEET BHULLAR WINS ‘PUTTING COMPETITION FOR THE LEGENDS’
THE CURTAIN-RAISER TO THE TATA STEEL TOUR CHAMPIONSHIP 2021

Gaganjeet Bhullar receives the winning cheque from Mr. Chanakya Chaudhary, Vice President (Corporate 
Services), TATA Steel (4th from left), Mr. Sanjiv Paul, Vice President (Safety, Health & Sustainability), TATA 
Steel (2nd from left) and Mr. Sanjay Sabarwal, Director, Metaldyne Industries Limited (3rd from left)

The winner Gaganjeet Bhullar in action

The 10 contestants comprising some of the leading Indian 
professionals line up ahead of the putting competition

Karandeep Kochhar putts as Udayan Mane, Khalin Joshi, 
Viraj Madappa and an intrigued crowd look on

Shubhankar Sharma and SSP Chawrasia had 
a face-off in the match play eliminator

The putting contest continued under the floodlights at 
the magnificent JRD TATA Sports Complex in Jamshedpur

https://www.pgtofindia.com/


A fter a pulsating day of twists and turns, it 
was Olympian Udayan Mane who came 
out best in the battle of nerves with a gritty 

last round of three-under 69 that saw him win 
the PGTI’s season-ending TATA Steel Tour 
Championship by a narrow one-shot margin. 
The winner Udayan took it all as his second 
triumph at Jamshedpur also helped him bag 
the PGTI Order of Merit title for the 2020-21 
season.

Mane (68-66-67-69) made six birdies, a bogey 
and a double-bogey in round four to end up 
with a tournament tally of 18-under 270 at the 
season’s showpiece event worth Rs. 1.5 crore in 
prize money which was played across the Beldih 
and Golmuri Golf Courses in Jamshedpur. The 
six -foot four-inch tall Pune-based golfer, who 
made a 12-feet pressure putt for victory on the 
last hole, made it a year to remember as he 
followed up his Tokyo Olympics appearance 

with the bragging rights of being No. 1 in 
PGTI’s money list with season’s earnings of 
Rs. 58,72,275.

Two-time Asian Tour winner Rashid Khan (70-
72-66-63) matched the tournament’s lowest 
round of nine-under 63 in the last round to 
climb 10 spots and fi nish runner-up at 17-under 
271. Delhi-based Khan, who 
made an eagle and seven 
birdies in round four, gave 
himself an opportunity to have 
a shot at the title as his playoff 
with Udayan was looking possible at one stage.

Mane, the overnight joint leader along with 
two-time European Tour winner Shubhankar 
Sharma, seized the early initiative with birdies 
on the second, third and fourth. Udayan made 
double-bogey on the eighth but soon recovered 
with birdies on the 11th and 13th.

Even as Mane’s closest rivals Shubhankar and 
Veer Ahlawat dropped a few shots on the back-
nine to slip out of contention, Udayan emerged 
the outright favourite after his terrifi c up and 
down birdie from the bunker on the 16th gave 
him a two-shot cushion at the top. A bogey on 
the 17th and an erratic drive on the 18th gave 

Mane some anxious 
moments as clubhouse 
leader Rashid Khan was 
just one shot behind 
Udayan at that stage.

However, Udayan, who had earlier also won 
the 2019 TATA Steel Tour Championship in 
Jamshedpur, produced a good approach shot 
and an ice-cool 12-feet par conversion on the 
18th to seal his 12th title on the PGTI and the 
Order of Merit crown. Mane, who collected 
the winner’s purse worth Rs. 22,50,000, 
thus zoomed from third to fi rst position in 

Rashid Khan finishes 
runner-up
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TO EMERGE PGTI ORDER OF MERIT CHAMPION ON PULSATING FINAL DAY
UDAYAN MANE TAKES IT ALL, WINS TATA STEEL TOUR CHAMPIONSHIP

Udayan Mane receives the winner’s cheque and trophy from Mr. T V Narendran, CEO & MD, TATA Steel. The other dignitaries in the picture are 
Mr. Sanjiv Paul, Vice President (Safety, Health & Sustainability), TATA Steel (extreme right), Mrs. Ruchi Narendran (extreme left) and Mr. Uttam 
Singh Mundy, CEO, PGTI (2nd from left).



Twenty-one-year-old Kartik Sharma of 
Gurugram won the PGTI Emerging Player of 
the Year title with season’s earnings of Rs. 
18,22,750, the highest among the rookies. 
Kartik, who claimed tied 47th place at even-
par 288 at the season-ending event, clinched 
a creditable 18th position on the PGTI Order 
of Merit courtesy five top-10s in the season 
including a runner-up finish in Pune.

KARTIK SHARMA IS PGTI 
EMERGING PLAYER OF 
THE YEAR

the PGTI Order of Merit as he 
leapfrogged Karandeep Kochhar 
and Chikkarangappa in the 
merit list based on season’s 
earnings. Udayan won an 
impressive four titles during 
the 2020-21 season and also 
posted four other top-10s.

Mane said, “My mind was 
racing at the start of the day 
but I just calmed myself down 
by telling myself that it’s just another 
round of golf with my good pals Shubhankar 
and Veer and we’re just going to have a shootout.

“On the fi nal putt, I just had a simple mindset 
to start on my line and whatever happens 
it happens, I just made sure to give it good 
speed,” added Udayan, who earned a four-year 
exemption on the PGTI as a result of emerging 
Order of Merit champion.

Rashid Khan, lying tied 30th after his fi rst two 
rounds of 70 and 72, made a brilliant rearguard 
action with scores of 66 and 63 in the last 
two rounds to make a strong comeback in the 
tournament. Rashid, who started with a six-
under on the front-nine at Golmuri in round 
four, added three more birdies on the back-nine 
at Beldih during his fl awless fi nal round. As a 
result of his runner-up fi nish, Khan jumped 
from ninth to fourth place in the PGTI’s fi nal 
money list.

Veer Ahlawat (68-67-68-69), who was in the 

joint and outright lead for most part of the 
day, made seven birdies, two bogeys 

and a double-bogey during his 
last round of 69 to fi nish third at 
16-under 272.

Shubhankar Sharma, the 
overnight joint leader, shot a fi nal 
round of 72 to take tied fourth 

place at 15-under 273 along with 
four-time European Tour winner SSP 

Chawrasia (70).

Karandeep Kochhar, a winner of two events 
this season, fi nished tied 23rd at six-under 282 
at the season fi nale. Karandeep, the Order of 
Merit leader at the beginning of the week, fi nally 
took second place in the PGTI’s money list with 
season’s earnings of Rs. 51,00,880.
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“My mind was 
racing at the start of 

the day but I just calmed 
myself down by telling myself 

that it’s just another round 
of golf with my good pals 
Shubhankar and Veer and 
we’re just going to have 

a shootout.”

Udayan Mane won the TATA Steel Tour Championship 
2021 and the PGTI Order of Merit title for 2020-21

Rashid Khan finished runner-up after matching 
the week’s lowest score of 63 in Round 4

Kartik Sharma - PGTI Emerging Player 
of the Year 2020-21

Udayan Mane seen in action during his final round 
of 69 that saw him through by one shot
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1  U DAYA N  M A N E  P U N E  17  4  1 4  8  5 8 72 275

2  K A R A N D E E P  KO C H H A R  C H A N D I G A R H  1 6  2  1 6  9  5 1 0 0 8 8 0

3  C H I K K A R A N G A P PA  S  B E N G A LU R U  1 6  2  1 6  9  4 8 0 7 8 8 0

4  R AS H I D  K H A N  N O I DA  15  0  1 4  6  4 3 9 6 2 3 3

5  V E E R  A H L AWAT  G U R U G R A M  1 6  0  15  1 1  4 0 6 9 9 5 4

6  Y U V R A J  S I N G H  SA N D H U  C H A N D I G A R H  2 0  1  1 8  12  3 7 0 9 6 0 0

7  K H A L I N  H  J O S H I  B E N G A LU R U  1 6  1  15  1 1  3 67 9 2 0 8

8  V I R A J  M A DA P PA  KO L K ATA  17  1  15  1 0  3 5 8 5 8 0 0

9  M A N U  G A N DAS  G U R U G R A M  2 0  1  1 8  9  3 3 2 9 475

1 0  A M A N  R A J  PAT N A  17  0  17  6  2 6 4 9 7 0 0

1 1  O M  P R A K AS H  C H O U H A N  M H OW  1 8  1  17  9  2 57 0 2 0 0

12  M  D H A R M A  B E N G A LU R U  2 0  0  1 6  4  24 5 0 0 0 0

13  KS H I T I J  N AV E E D  K A U L  FA R I DA B A D  15  1  1 4  3  2 3 5 4 8 67

1 4  S U N I T  C H OW R AS I A  KO L K ATA  1 9  0  17  6  2 274 0 8 3

15  A A D I L  B E D I  C H A N D I G A R H  13  1  9  4  2 1 0 0 4 3 6

1 6  A B H I J I T  S I N G H  C H A D H A  C H A N D I G A R H  17  1  15  5  2 0 9 4 0 3 3

17  A KS H AY  S H A R M A  C H A N D I G A R H  1 9  1  12  3  1 8 2 6 3 5 0

1 8  K A RT I K  S H A R M A  G U R U G R A M  17  0  1 4  5  1 8 2 275 0

1 9  A N G A D  C H E E M A  M O H A L I  2 0  0  1 6  4  17 8 9 6 8 5

2 0  SAC H I N  B A I S OYA  D E L H I  1 8  0  1 4  4  17 0 9 0 8 4

2 1  A M A R D E E P  M A L I K  G R E AT E R  N O I DA  1 9  0  15  3  1 67 8 0 5 0

2 2  H A R E N D R A  G U P TA  C H A N D I G A R H  1 9  0  1 6  3  1572 9 8 3

2 3  H O N E Y  B A I S OYA  D E L H I  15  1  8  3  1 4 473 0 0

24  D H R U V  S H E O R A N  D E L H I  2 0  0  1 4  2  13 8 3 3 2 1

2 5  M U K E S H  K U M A R  M H OW  1 8  0  15  3  13 8 3 1 0 0

2 6  A B H I N AV  LO H A N  FA R I DA B A D  1 9  0  1 4  3  13 6 0 1 8 3

27  A N K U R  C H A D H A  G U R U G R A M  1 8  0  1 1  3  13 15 1 0 0

2 8  S H A M I M  K H A N  D E L H I  1 8  0  1 6  5  12 8 0 9 75

2 9  C H I R AG H  K U M A R  D E L H I  1 9  0  1 6  1  12 127 8 3

3 0  A RJ U N  P R ASA D  D E L H I  1 8  0  13  1  1 17 6 15 0
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TATA STEEL PGTI FINAL ORDER OF MERIT 2020-2021 (Event - 20)

TATA STEEL PGTI ORDER OF MERIT

POS GOLFER HOME TOWN PLAYED WINS CUTS TOP-10s TOTAL PRIZE
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I couldn’t believe that Rashid and me didn’t get into a playoff, 
because it felt like we were heading into a playoff. I was able 
to put a good stroke on the winning putt and that’s when 
the entire cocktail of emotions that was brewing inside me 
through 18 holes just got released. It was a sweet feeling.

I had no idea about my Order of Merit chances until informed 
by my good friends Khalin Joshi and Chikkarangappa on the 
second day. It played in my mind but I knew that at the end 
of the day I still had to play good golf to win the Order of 
Merit title.

Winning the PGTI Order of Merit title is great for my confidence 
as I will head to the Asian Tour soon. I’d now like to carry this 
form to Asia. I would like to thank Mr. Dilip Thomas for all his 
support and encouragement to me over the years.

UDAYAN MANE
TATA Steel Tour Championship 2021 
Winner and PGTI Order of Merit 
Champion for 2020-21

It’s a great achievement to be the PGTI Emerging Player 
of the Year. One that I’m super glad about. I had a few 
goals that I wanted to achieve this year and this was 
definitely one of them. 

I got into contention quite a few times this year which 
tells me that I’m good enough to compete against the 
best players in the country. I know I’m on the right 
track and I just have to keep doing what I am doing.

Going forward, I think for me it’s just about improving 
my game and getting better. Obviously, I have a lot of 
great players to look up to who are playing amazing 
and hopefully I can compete against them and win.

KARTIK SHARMA 
PGTI Emerging Player of the 
Year for 2020-21

QUOTES
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The TATA Steel PGTI Qualifying 
School 2022 Presented by 
Gujarat Tourism will be held 

at the Kalhaar Blues & Greens Golf 
Club in Ahmedabad, from January 
7 – 20, 2022.

This year’s Qualifying School 
event will witness participation by 
a total of 339 golfers including 260 
professionals and 79 amateurs.

Besides Indian golfers, this year’s 
Qualifying School will also feature 
as many as 20 golfers from foreign 
nations. This list includes eight 
players from Bangladesh, four from 
Canada, two from Australia, two 
from Sri Lanka, one from USA, one 
from Great Britain, one from UAE 
and one from Nepal.

This time around the PGTI is 
staging its Qualifying School after a 
gap of one year due to the pandemic. 
The last PGTI Qualifying School 
was staged in January 2020.

Gujarat Tourism is the Presenting 
Partner for this year’s Qualifying 
School.

The First Stage of the Qualifying 
School will comprise of three 36-
hole events – Pre Qualifying I, Pre 
Qualifying II and Pre Qualifying 
III. While Pre Qualifying I will 
be staged on January 7 – 8, Pre 
Qualifying II will be held on 
January 10 – 11 and Pre Qualifying 
III takes place on January 13 – 14.

A specifi ed number of players will 

make it to the Final Stage from the 
fi eld of 102 at Pre Qualifying I, 90 
at Pre Qualifying II and 99 at Pre 
Qualifying III.

The qualifi ers from the First Stage 
will join the 48 exempt players in 
the Final Stage which is scheduled 
to be held from January 17 – 20. 
The 72-hole Final Stage event will 
feature a fi eld of 120 players.

The top 80 and ties will make the 
halfway cut after two rounds of the 
Final Stage. At the end of the Final 
Stage, the top 40 players will earn 
their full cards for the 2022 PGTI 
season.

The Final Stage offers a total prize 
purse of Rs. 5 lakh.

TATA STEEL PGTI QUALIFYING SCHOOL 2022
PRESENTED BY GUJARAT TOURISM 

 BEGINS ON JANUARY 7 IN AHMEDABAD



https://rzp.io/l/Gkj7QgKKgg



